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Circle K holds dinner 24-hour run to benefit
to raise money for IDD Big'Brother/Big Sister
by Beth Bateman
Thorn News Gal
The Rose-Hulman chapter of Circle K will
raise money for its main charity tonight at 7:00
when it holds its benefit dinner for Iodine Deficiency Disorders(IDD) in the Kahn Room of
the Union.
There will be a variety of people attending
the dinner, including members of the four area
Kiwanis Clubs, Rose-Hulman faculty and staff
members, the Indiana District Southern Division Lieutenant Governor of Circle K,the Indiana District Kiwanis Governor, the previous
governor of Circle K,and Rose-Hulman Circle
K members.
As its name indicates, IDD results from a
lack of iodine in a person's body and is a consequence of improper nutrition. According to
Morgan Hawker,Indiana District Secretary for
Circle K,1DD most commonly occurs in countries such as Bangladesh, Ukraine, Thailand,
Brazil, and the Philippines. In these locations
floods and erosion remove the iodine that
would otherwise naturally occur in the soil. If
people in these countries do not obtain iodine
from some other source, they can fall victim to
IDD.
IDD results in many serious side effects in
those who are afflicted. According to Hawker,
some consequences include goiters (a hard
swelling of the thyroid gland, which produces
large lumps on the neck), speech and hearing
loss, mental retardation, stunted growth, miscarriages, stillbirths, lethargy, and loss of productivity and creativity.
Hawker explained there is no cure for IDD.
However, it is preventable through the consumption of iodized salt. This solution has

been available since the 1920's. It takes one
teaspoon of iodine over a lifetime to save a life,
and [this amount of iodine] only costs five
cents," explained Hawker. Hawker also commented that those who already have IDD may
reduce its effects through the consumption of
iodine, but will not be cured of the disorder.
Hawker explained that the K family of organizations, including Circle K, Kiwanis Club,
and Builders Club, has established the goal of
ridding the world of IDD by the year 2000.
They will need to raise $75 million to reach
their goal. The K family will have donated $25
million toward this cause by the end of this
year, of which $200,000 will be given by Circle K. The organizations' efl-bas will have
enabled them to help some 1.5 billion people
by July.
The money raised for IDD will be mainly
used to educate the people in the afflicted
countries, according to Hawker. She explained
that many of the people in these countries
believe that putting iodine in salt is hazardous
to their health, or even a government scam.
Some cultures have even come to view the goiters from IDD as a status symbol in their society."Many people don't understand what IDD
is and what ifs doing to their society," commented Hawker.
The Rose-Hulman chapter of Circle K has
raised $1,000 for IDD in the past through its
midnight skating parties. This year, they will
raise $500 for IDD from the Nickel Wars that
took place earlier this year and tonight's benefit dinner. Circle K members have also helped
with other charitable organizations, including
Habitat for Humanity. They have also donated
money to Riley's Children's Hospital to help
eliminate Juvenile Diabetes.

by Kevin Kaminski
Thorn News Guy
The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha will
be kicking off their annual Run For Kid's
Sake event to benefit Big Brother/.Big Sister of Vigo County today at 6 p.m.
The event begins in front of Hadley hall
with Dr. Hulbert kicking off the event.
Vehicles travel along the path, and brothers
run in shifts during the 24-hour time
period. The run concludes at Rose-Hulman.
Money is being raised for Big Brother/
Big Sister through raffle tickets in which
guesses for the total number of miles
jogged are taken. According to Tim Hancock, vice president of Lambda Chi Alpha,
$1,400 will be raised for the charity. Prizes

were donated from merchants and organizations. The grand prize is admission for
two to a Cincinnati Reds game, along with
a rental car and hotel accommodations.
Hancock explained that the charity event
has been held in one form or another by
Lambda Chi Alpha for 30 years. He said
the event used to be held in the fall near
homecoming. The run would begin at the
Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis with a runner carrying a football. The run concluded
at Rose-Hulman. To continue pat of the
tradition, a football is still carried by the
runner in the event today.
The national level of Lambda Chi. Alpha
decided to coordinate a food drive'in the
fall. For that reason. Run for Kid's Sake
was moved to the spring.

Members of LambdaChi Alpha fraternity pass the football to kick off last year's
rte, of Tim it
qo
Run For Kid's Sake.

SADD club going Blood drive results
strong on campus

Tax tips
by Craig Pohlman
Thorn News Reporter

Residence Hall Donations
10

Blumberg

by Beth Bateman
Thorn News Editne
Two Rose-Hulman saidents and a
faculty member recently organized a
chapter of Students Against Destructive Decisions (SADD) on campus.
The organization, formerly known as
Students Against Drunk Driving,
seeks to educate students on the consequences of alcohol and drug use,
according to Wes Bolsen, president of
SADD.
The club was started earlier this
year by Nathan VanSell, a senior
chemical engineering major, Bolsen,
a sophomore computer engineering
major, and David Voltmer, professor
of electrical and computer engineering.
The membership of SADD has
increased greatly since its start.
Bolsen estimates that the club is now
appnaximately 45 members smog.
The students involved have various
reasons for their involvement in in the
club."We saw a need on campus to
inform people of the consequences of
drinking and drug use," explained
Bolsen. Bolsen also commented that
some students became involved with
the club as a result of their own personal experiences.
After they sparked sufficient interest among students, the members of
SADD composed a constitution.
They have also been approved as an
SGA-funded club and elected officers. In addition to Bolsen as club

president, the officers of SADD
include Kyle Aubrey, vice president,
Jena Ringo, secretary, Adreanne
Czuba,treasurer, and Airen Schuetter,
publicity chairperson. Voltmer serves
as faculty advisor for the club.
Membership in SADD is open to
all students,faculty, and staff at RoseHulman. In addition to their goal of
educating students, members of
SADD want to "show others you can
have fun without including alcohol,"
according to Bolsen. However,
Bolsen stressed that the club is not
anti-alcohol; it encourages students to
make good decisions about alcohol
and drugs.
SADD will make its presence
known on campus April 14, when
members will be in the Commons
handing out soda and giving more
information about their group. Club
members will also assist the Terre
Haute Mothers Against Drunk Driving chapter in their MADD Dash
fund-raising event on May 9.
Bolsen explained that SADD is
still gathering ideas for future activities. Some possibilities include working with RHA to have non-alcohol
parties and meeting with each new
freshman class to encourage their
involvement. He welcomes anyone
with suggestions to contact him or
one of the officers.
SADD meets twice monthly. The
club's next meeting will take place on
Thursday, April 16 at 6:30 p.m. in the
GM room. All interested students are
welcome to attend.
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The government's favorite holiday is less than a month away.
That's right, it's fax time, and
Uncle Sam is awaiting tax returns.
Most students have filed taxes
before, but there are a few things
to know about all of the workstudy, work-opportunity, and outof-state resident students.
Some people are not aware diiit
all work-study and work-opportunity students must file an Indiana
state tax form. According to Darin
Greggs,financial aid director,-All
work-study is taxable, and lworkstudy students] must file a return."
I-k also stated that it is especially
important for students to do this if
they earned over $600 in 1997.
'Mere is a passibility of filing for
past years, but it will be necessary
to check with the Indiana Department of Revenue. Gieggs also
added that, 'Students may now
work more than 20 hours per
.week as long as they remain parttime."
Not all out-of-state students
need to tile an Indiana return. The
states of Kentucky, Michigan,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin already have agreements with
the state of Indiana so those residents do not have to file an Indiana tax return. Residents ofIllinois
previously were excluded, but that
agreement no longer exists.
Those who have questions may
also contact the Indiana Department of Revenue at 235,-6046.
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Campus Events

• March 13, 1998

APRIL 3

March 28

START OF SPRING BREAK

.Fine Arts Series
•Engineers in Concert
•Moench Hall Auditorium
.FREE ADMISSION

March 29- April4 continued)

This Weekend

April 5-12 (continued)

Friday, March 27

Monday, March 30

Monday, April 6

-Campus Discussion On Proposals To Lilly
Endowment, Faculty/Staff Dining Room, Hulman
Union, 3:30 p.m.
•Army ROTC Spring Field Training Exercises, Camp
Attcrbury, Begins At 4 p.m.
•Lambda Chi Alpha's Charity Run For Big Brothers/
Big Sisters, Starting At 6 p.m.
•Circle K Charity Dinner/Silent Auction, Kahn
Rooms, 7 p.m.(Benefits Combating Iodine
Deficiency Disorder)
•Men's Tennis. Manchester College, Rea Park Courts,
3:30 p.m.
•JV Baseball, Wabash College, Art Neill' Field, 3 p.m.
•Golf. at Prairie Fire Classic, Galesburg, Ill.

-Chemistry & Life Sciences Seminar,
"Organorutheniurn Salts As Potential Non-Linear
Optical Materials," Dale Wheeler of Univ. of
Wisconsin-Parkside, G-313, 12:35 p.m.
.Learning Center Supplemental Instruction Program:
Physics III (All Sections), BL-114, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
-Computer Science Review Session, CS 100, 0-257
and 0-259, 4-6 p.m.
-Career Services Interviews:

•JV Baseball, at Wabash Valley Junior College, 1 p.m.
(DH)

Tuesday, March 31

-President's Administrative Council, Faculty/Staff
Dining Room,8 a.m.
-Men's Tennis, vs. Cabrini College, Hilton Head, S.C.
•JV Baseball, at DePauw University, Greencastle, 3

Saturday, March 28
•Fine Arts Series, Engineers In Concert, Moench Hall
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. (Free Admission)
•Midwest Invitational Regional Programming Contest,
0-231/0-233.9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
•Lambda Chi Alpha's Charity Run For Big Brothers/
Big Sisters. Through 6 p.m.
•Gun Club's Shooting Day, Don Brannon's Shooting
Range (North Of Brazil), 10 a.m.
•Army ROTC Springfield Training Exercises, Camp
Atterburg, Through 4 p.m.
.Wabash Valley Alumni Family Day, Sports &
Recreation Center
•Baseball, at Franklin College, Franklin, 1 p.m.(ICAC)
•Men's & Women's Track, at Univ. of Indianapolis
Invitational, 10 a.m.
-Golf, at Prairie Fire Classic, Galesburg, Ill.
-Men's Tennis, at Kerry Seward Invitational,
Crawfordsville
95.5.97/9,95,
2
739.Riv
ii rffe.01.9...SWOM

Sunday, March 29
•Baseball, at IUPU1, Indianapolis, 1 p.m.(DH)
•Men's Tennis, at Kerry Seward Invitational,
Crawfordsville
-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction Program:
IFYCSEM,0-257, 7-9 p.m.
•Computer Science Review Session, CS 100, 0-267
and 0-269, 7-9 p.m.

-Student Government Association Meeting, GM
Room, 5:30 p.m.
-Chemistry Seminar, "Calorimetric Investigation Of
The Binding Of Potential MRI Contrast Media To
Human Serum Albumin," Daniel Schwert Of The
University Of Toledo, 0-269, 4:20 p.m.
.Learning Center Supplemental Instruction Program:
Calculus III (Klebanoff), G-310, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
•Night Exam, CS 100 Test I, Sections A-D, Olin Hall,
7-9 p.m.
-Career Services Interviews:

Wednesday, April 1
-President's Administrative Council, Kahn Rooms,8
a.m.
-Smoking Cessation Program, "Staying Quit Forever
And Enjoying,"Faculty/Staff Lounge (E-204),
Moench Hall, 11:45 a.m.-1...p.m.
•Applied Mathematics Seminar,"Wavelet
Applications In Image Processing," Allen
Broughton, G-220, 1:35 p.m.
-Chemistry & Life Sciences Seminar, "Synthesis And
Study Of An Organometallic Polymer," Thomas
Birch of Rose-Hulman, G-308, 4:20 p.m.
-Reception For International Students, Hulman Union,
4:30-5:30 p.m.
-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction Program:
Physics III (All Sections), BL-114, 7:30-9:30 p.m.;
IFYCSEM,0-257, 7-9 p.m.

Thursday, April 2
-Thesis Defense, The Effects Of Optical Aberrations
On Photolithographic Processes," Jianhua Li, DL114,4 p.m.
•JV Baseball, Vincennes University, Art
Nehf Field, 2 p.m.(DH)
-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program: Calculus III (Klebanoff), G-310,
7:30-9 p.m.

Friday, April 3

The budget-th7fldéjichec,
account choice:framNO MONTHLY FEE, regardless of your balance, if 10
or fewer checks appear on your monthly statement. Each
check over ten costs just 25 cents.
OUR ORGANIZER STATEMENT,a complete, concise
monthly record of your checking account activity. Your
cancelled checks are filed at the bank for safekeeping.
No Frills is perfect for singles, students, or anyone who needs
a simple, low- or no-cost checking account. Ask about it at any
First banking center—we're always close to home!

-Start Of Spring Break, 5 p.m.
•Admissions' Visitation Day, Kahn Rooms,
Hulman Union, 1-4:3Q p.m.
-Golf, at Manchester Invitational, North
Manchester.

Saturday, April 4
-Baseball, at Wabash College,
Crawfordsville, 1 p.m.(ICAC)
•Men's Tennis, at Hanover College,
Hanover, Ind., 10 a.m.
-Men's & Women's Track, at DePauw
Invitational or Eastern Illinois
Invitational, 11 a.m.
*Golf, at Manchester Invitational, North
Manchester.

April5 - April 12

TERRE HAUTE
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK MEMBER FiDtc
AttWwit Cle4t oHonst
238-6000 Toll Free: 1-800-511-0045 • 24-Hour Automated Account Information: 238-OPEN (6736)

Sunday, April 5
-Start Of Daylight Savings Time
-Baseball, Oakland City University, Art
Nehf Field, 1 p.m.(DH).

Tuesday, April 7
-Golf, at MacMurray Invitational, Jacksonville, Ill.
-Men's Tennis, vs. St. Mary's College, Hilton Head,
S.C.
•JV Baseball, at Wabash College, Crawfordsville, 3
p.m.

Wednesday, April 8

Thursday, April 9
•Men's Tennis, vs. Savannah College of Art & Design,
Hilton Head, S.C.
•JV Baseball, at Vincennes University, Vincennes,
Ind., 1:30 p.m.(DH).

Friday, April 10
-Good Friday
-Admissions' Visitation Day (Juniors), 1-3:30 p.m.
-Golf, at Anderson Invitational, Anderson, Ind.
•JV Baseball, Lakeland College, Art Nehf Field, 11
a.m.(DH)

Saturday, April 4
-Baseball, at Hanover College, Hanover, Ind., 1 p.m.
(ICAC)
•Men's & Women's Track, at SIU-Edwardsville
Invitational
•Golf, at Anderson Invitational, Anderson, Ind.
-Men's Tennis, at Univ. of South Carolina-Aiken, 1

Future Events
-April 13— Spring Quarter Resumes, 8:05 a.m.
-April 14— Institute Meeting, Kahn Rooms, 4:30 p.m.
*April 15— Women's Soccer, Indiana State Univ.,
Rendel Field, 4:30 p.m.
•April 16 — Women's Club Dinner, Kahn Room,6 p.m.
-April 17-18 — Delta Delta Delta's "Rock Around The
Clock" Fundraiser
-April 18 — Campus Beautification Day
-April 21 — Men's Soccer, at St. Joseph's College, 7:30
p.m.
-April 22 — Women's Soccer, Indiana State Univ.,
Rendel Field, 4:30 p.m.
-April 25 — Fundamentals Of Engineering Exam,
Throughout Campus

Submissions To
Campus Events
Events may be published in Campus
Events by any organization or individual.
Information on club meetings, lectures/
speeches, and athletic events, including
announcements of times and locations
may be submitted to Campus Calendar,
in care of Dale Long, associate director
of communications, at Box 14 or
extension 8418. More detailed articles
containing plans, agendas, and specific
information should be submitted to the
Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by
Wednesday, at noon, in order to be
published in Campus Events in the Rose
Thorn on Friday.

Florida to reduce
"career students"
U-Wire Opinion
Bloomington, IN
Recently, Florida passed legislation that will charge college students -- beginning with the class
matriculating in the fall of 1998 -a 50 percent surcharge per credit
hour if they exceed 120 credit
hours without graduating. The
legislation is intended to reduce
the number of "professional
undergraduate students" on Florida's public campuses.
In an era in which class size
and accessibility are increas- LT
ingly
important,
efforts must be
made to discourage students
from
dragging their
undergraduate
careers
for
seven or eight
years. It is in
this spirit that the legislation
passed by Florida is laudable. But
in spite of its good intentions, the
legislation will hurt more students
than it will help.
Oftentimes, ambitious high
school students will enter colleges and universities with several credit hours earned through
Advanced Placement courses or
university placement tests. Typically, these credits do not apply to
the requirements of their chosen
degree. Should these students be
punished for their hard work?
Other students enter college with
the desire of majoring in two
greatly different majors or earning two degrees and must complete more credit hours than the
typical student to do so. Should
these students be punished for
following their dreams? Still
other students enter colleges and
universities with no idea of what

Government agencies
should remain public

they want to study or do with
their lives. Therefore, they might
take a large number of exploratory courses that end up not
counting toward their degree or
even change majors. Should these
students be punished for exploring the possibilities that colleges
and universities offer?
The answer to these questions
and many others that could be
raised is a resounding -no."
Any state university or college
system that looks to follow Florida's lead in attempting to reduce
the number of
professional
undergraduate
students" must
also protect the
aforementioned
students.
This
could be done
in any number
of ways. For
instance, the
surcharge should not be applied
until the student's fifth year on
the campus. This would protect
those students who earn AP credit
but still graduate in four years. In
addition, the credit hour capacity
needs to be increased so it is well
above the minimum requirements for graduation. Allowing
students 160 credit hours would
allow students to change their
major and still discourage those
who wish to spend eight years as
an undergraduate. Finally, universities and colleges enforcing surcharges need to have appeal
boards made up of students,
administrators and faculty to
ensure students in special programs, courses of study or with
uncommon circumstances are not
punished unfairly.
State lawmakers must remember to protect the common undergraduate student while attacking
the "professional" one.

On Tuesday, April 21,the Student
Activity Board will hold its third annual
Amateur Talent Night and Fashion Show.
We want you to be in the show.
Act Name:
Member Name(s):
Contact Person.
Box #.
Phone #:
Type of act:
All forms are due by April 14. Turn them
into Box 1442. Any questions can be
directed to Nino Davi at x8657 or
daviragrosevc.rose-hulman.edu

The Lockheed-Martin Corporation's failed attempt to sneak past
anti-trust regulation is representative
of a more serious threat to the nation's
well-being: Privatization of government agencies.
Monday, the Justice Department,
recognizing the dangers posed to both
free market competition and national
security, filed a lawsuit to stop Lockheed's merger with the Northrop
Grumman Corp. Lockheed is the second largest government military contractor and a merger with Northrop
would give it almost complete control
of the research;development and production of radar, countermeasure and
stealth technology.
People across the political spectrum praise privatization as a way to
reinvent government by cutting costs
to save programs. In some cases, this
works. City garbage collection contracts, public works construction contracts and military and medical
government research contracts have
yielded positive results.
Now the nation is going one step
further. Private prisons now house our
convicts, and many corporations,
including Lockheed, are making bids
for contracts to take over federal
agencies, such as Medicaid, welfare
and other entitlement programs.
These are not garbage-collection contracts. These agencies directly impact
the security of millions of Americans.
In the past year, at least eight states

have voided prison contracts because
the contractors go over budget and
have to request federal loans and corporate welfare to save the project.
This ends up costing the government
more than if the agency had never
been privatized. Other states. including Oklahoma, are voiding contracts
because of prisoner abuse.
Even worse, these contractors are
allowed to give money to the officials

responsible for making the unfair sentencing laws that keep the prisons
booming. This type of corruption is
especially threatening since sentencing laws vary from state to state and
smaller public officials are often easier to con-upt.
Privatization is racking up failures,
from Florida's pathetic deadbeat dad
tracking agencies to Mississippi's
disastrous welfare distribution and job
placement programs. California and
Connecticut have tenninated contracts for child support collection and
child welfare services after making
the mistake of giving over an entire
state agency to a cold, for-profit

entity.
The list of potential problems is
endless. First, civil service jobs pay
more: than corporate jobs providing
the same services. Yet the corporations still fail to spend less than the
government. and they rely on government aid to stay afloat. Its also hazardous to lower the pay of people
handling sensitive and private into -illation. These people become more
prone to corruption.
Also, instead of having agencies
run by government-appointed officials, we have private organizations
that can run virtually unchecked by
the voters. This reduces public control
over its Own tax money. Furthermore.
it puts the lawmakers in a position to
be unduly influenced. While a government agency cannot donate money
to public officials, a private agency.
can.
Not il I privatization is had. Industries such as technology and medical
research, where competition is necessary to promote development, definitely need to be partially privatized.
But privatizing welfare and prisons
is a high-stakes gamble. especially
when those agencies are funded by
loosely-regulated state block grants.
which allow unused grant money to
be diverted to other projects such as
"rainy-day accounts" by politicians
hoping to further their own agendas.
Normally, cutting costs is a good
thing. But when, program effectiveness and public well-being is sacrificed, bureaucratic pork spending
doesn't look so bad after all.

Californian Al Nino sorts
through angry mail,calls
U-Wire News
Columbia, Missouri

It is hard to confuse a person
with a global weather phenomenon, but that's exactly what has
been happening to Californian Al
Nino.
Since El Nifio began changing
weather patterns around the world,
last October, Al Nino, 75, has
received hundreds of phone calls
from people all over the country
asking him why he's wreaking
havoc with the weather.
-They want me to stop the rain,"
Nino said.
Nino says the funniest call he
received was from a man who
blamed him for taking his daughPd ter's virginity. According to Nino,
the caller said his daughter and her
boyfriend were out for a drive
when it began raining and their car
got stuck in the mud. Unable to get
help or go back home, the couple
decided to spend the night in the
car.
"He said I took his daughter's
virginity," Nino said. "I told him,
'I stayed home last night, Mister."
There was also a call from a
strawberry farmer who . lives
about 20 miles from Nino. When
he told Nino the weather phenomenon was destroying his harvest,.
Nino promised to divert the rains.
Three days later, the man called
back to say the rains had stopped
and he would bring Nino a carton
of strawberries when they ripened.
"I'm still waiting for the strawberries," Nino said.
Nino said most of the calls have
been in jest, but there have been a
few people who were very upset.

Everyone talks about
apatn but liobob
3oes aqtbing about it.

WIIn S11if

U-Wire Opinion
Norman,OK

"Most of the calls have been
tongue in check," he said. "This is
something they couldn't blame on
the government, so they were just
looking for someone to blame it
on. Some have lost their homes, so
they're pretty upset."
Nino said he tries to explain to
people that neither he nor anyone
else had any control over their
homes being destroyed.
"I enjoy talking to people,"
Nino said.
There have been some unpleasant experiences, Nino said, such as
people calling at 4 a.m. But overall, the mix-up has been a positive
experience. Already Nino has
appeared on "American Journal,been quoted in "Newsweek" and
is the subject of an upcoming article in "People- magazine.
He also, has been on -nearly
every radio station in the country,"
and he was scheduled to appear on
both "The Late Show" with David
Letterman and -The Tonight
Show" with Jay Leno.
Leno sent a limousine to drive
him from his home in Nipomo,
Calif., to the studio in Los Angeles. But halfway to Los Angeles,
bad weather, ironically enough,
forced the limousine to turn
around, and Nino was not able to
appear on the show.
Letterman flew hint and his
grandson to New York for four
days, all expenses paid,. but the
show ran too long and Nino was
not able to appear. Still, Nino said
it was a memorable trip.
"Mr. Letterman was very nice to
me," Nino said. "The whole trip
cost me $5.36."
Despite his brushes with celeb-

rity. Nino says the best part of the
entire experience has been reconnecting With old friends. After
serving in the Navy for 33 years.
including service in World War
Korea and Vietnam. Nino said
more than 50 of his ex-shipmates
have contacted hint as a result of
his newfound fame.
"That's been the most positive
thing," Nino said. "We're starting
the process now of .organizing a
reunion."
With all- the calls Nino has
received about El Nino, one might
expect hint to be an expert on the
phenomenon by now, but that is
not quite the case.
"I don't know a thing about it,"
he said. "I'm not really interested."
Nino says he first heard about
the reoccurring phenomenon in
1972, when a friend of his in Scotland sent hint a newspaper article
with the headline,"El Nino creates
havoc in Ethiopia."
"I should have known then it
would come back to haunt me,"
Nino said.
Through it all, Nino has tried to
enjoy the experience. For a while,
he said, he let his 11 -year-old
granddaughter answer the phone, and if callers asked her grandfather to change the weather, she
would ask them, like Santa Claus.
if they had been good or naughty
•
the previous year.
In the past few weeks, Nino said
the calls have been less frequent.
and with scientists predicting the
storm will end in May. soon the
calls should end altogether.
"This is my 15 minutes of
fame," Nino said.
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Primary Colors proves to be just as good as the book
Travis
Holler
Thorn
Columnist
Opening Notes: An inner-city
literacy class. The twentysomething black male is telling his
story. How he went though school
always being bumped up to the
next level, but never being taught
how to read. How he had to go up
to the stage at graduation day to
accept his "Certificate of Attendance," while everyone else got a
diploma, and his embarrassment.
Sitting in on the class is a presidential candidate who begins to
cry after hearing the story, and who
then tells a story of his own uncle,
a Medal of Honor winner who
never had the courage to learn to
read. It's with this powerful and
emotional image, that director
Mike Nichols (The Birdcage)
opens Primary Colors, a comedy/
drama loosely based on the 1992
Clinton presidential campaign.
The Cast: John Travolta takes
the role of Governor Jack Stanton,
the Clintonesque charmer/woman-

izer. Travolta surprised me with
his portrayal of Stanton, as he actually resembled the part. From the
backwoods accent to the extra
paunch in his waistline, everything
that Travolta did reminded me of
Clinton. Emma Thompson plays
Susan Stanton, and she plays the
as
well
as
role
expected. Billy Bob
Thornton and Kathy
with
Bates, along
some lesser known
actors and actresses
make up the rest of the
cast, and each plays
their role with the
required emotion, or
lack thereof, that is
necessary to add to the
flow of the movie.
especially
Thornton
shines as Richard Jemmons, the
self-proclaimed "redneck," based
on Clinton's political strategist
James Carville.
The Plot: Primary Colors is
based on the book of the same
name by "Anonymous." It follows
the campaign of the Jack Stanton,
a southern governor from a small
state. The movie is played out with
the main focus on Henry Burton, a
congressional aide who becomes a
right-hand man to Stanton, and

The Bad: Not much that I can the audience can't really look at
really complain about here. The anything else. I don't know if this
movie is a bit slow in some parts, was intentional or what, but it cerbut when it is used to develop tainly was gross.
character and plot, that type of
Closing Notes: Overall, Prislow sequence can be accepted. I
Colors is as great a movie as
mary
ThompEmma
like
didn't
really
son's character in this movie, it was as a book. The rarity of a
though. (Of course quality page-to-screen transfer,
I really don't like makes this movie all the more
HE WAS
Clinton
Hillary
BORN TO RUN. either, so I'm sure impressive. However, the most
impressive thing about Primary
that had something Colors is the way it can appeal to
JOHN TRAVOLTA
EIViMA THOMPSON
to do with it.)
all audiences. The average Clinton
Lucille
Also,
basher could go to this movie and
Kauffmann, Susan
his head off and leave the
laugh
college
Stanton's
feeling satisfied that Clintheater
friend and confidant, is really ton had "got what was coming to
and him." On the other hand,though, a
annoying,
doesn't add any- Clinton fan would leave the theater
thing to the movie respecting the way that despite the
Although Stanton is the most char- in my opinion.
actions therein, the Clinton-like
The Ugly: Kathy Bates plays character remained charismatic
ismatic and sympathetic character
in the film, his character works the role of Lesbian campaign and sympathetic through everymuch better because he is not helper Libby Holden, and her foul thing that went on around him.
always there. It is interesting to see mouth, actions, as well as her
the rest of the characters interact choice of muumuus, taken in the
without their leader. As they talk scheme of things, definitely qualOn a scale of 1 to 4 (with 4
behind his back, and discuss "the ify for any -Ugly" list. Also, Larry being classic and I being any
man," and why they all decided to Hagman (of "Dallas" fame)
member of the "3 Ninjas" Franjoin the campaign. This type of makes an appearance as presidenI give this movie, as well as
chise),
idealism, although a bit naive, is tial candidate Fred Picker, and
which it is based, a
really powerful in this context and while his performance is ade- the book on
4.
well-deserved
that
big,
so
are
eyebrows
quate, his
makes for some great sequences.

helps the candidate navigate
through the web of troubles that he
has woven for himself through his
various "flings" and ill-advised
deeds.
The Good: The best part of this
movie is the way that it isn't dominated by the Jack Stanton character.

PRIMARY
COLORS
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tlit.4 (H44. 21 - 4.1/)

Having trouble in school again?
Well that would explain the loss of appetite and constant tapping offingers. Well,
it's either school, or you can't stand the
cafeteria anymore. It really is a toss-up.

It isn't too often that one finds special ways to create a new self-image.
With the upcoming new moon, you
should find yourself recreating a talent
long forgotten: building pipe bombs.

(na. 24 - Nov. 21)

Te..4.44,44 (Ai.4. 20 - H

20)

Is the cycle of life you seem to be
Tomorrow's nice weather should
stuck in getting you down? Well, that's to
put you in the spirit of festivity. In fact,
be expected here in Terre Haute. In fact,
get some friends together and throw a
with a person like you, it's to be expected.
I'll
else
kegger. Make sure to invite me, or
End of discussion.
stalk you and steal your pets.

21)
5404444 (Ntw. 22Now that there's time to get more
accomplished, you should continue
you're present history of slacking off and
doing nothing. You won't ever get a
decent job anyway, so why try?
Ce+.144.(Nc. 22 - Jeo, 11)
Three important things to remember this week: (1) Don't eat it if it's poisonous;(2) Garbage is not something to
play in;(3) For Saturday night, wear
something that covers up your body.

At4.44.4 (444. 20 - Ft, 19)

A
tra-

(Hi,21 - thoit 21)
r

Sometimes, people are mean to
Taurus and Sagittarius, but they need it.
You are special though, in your own
twisted-needing therapy way. Please stop
calling my house or I'll call the cops.
C44,a4(444 22 - Jay. 22)
Sometimes you give yourselves
the creeps. Sometimes your mind plays
tricks on you. It all keeps adding up. You
think you're cracking up. But it really
isn't a Green Day song, it's your life.

Lto (.1.11 23 - A.22)

When times get tough, who you
Next Monday holds many new
When things start making
call?
gonna
treasures for you. Amongst these include
a new dietary measurement system and a you see two things at once, where you
new design for the common wood screw. going to go? Answers: (1) Mom; (2)
Joker Tavern, 10th & Crawford.
Don't exploit the man, though.

elt

N4a4 (Fit // - H.20)

-NV It's impossible to say that everything in your life is turning into crap. For
instance, whenever you use the bathroom
and flush the toilet, well.. you get the
idea. Stay clean and don't hurt yourself.

P 11:410 Ai. 23 - Sift 22)
The last time you think you'll be a
beautiful princess is upon you. This will
be a turbulent time for you, but luck is on
your side. It's all for the best, especially
when you find the goat's heart.
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A reflection on society: guns, violence, and responsibility
of the media's focus on violent
crime, but for the most part I think
Caleb
it's valid.
Coburn
For a moment, let's jump back
several months, to Fall Quarter, and
discuss an old topic. Back on HalFeatures
loween, I wrote a piece for the
Editor
Thorn, about how closed-minded
people in the Midwest are. The arti-"Four children, one
cle was inspired by a store at Honey
teacher dead from attack"
Creek Mall, Hot Topic, that was the
center ofendless debate here in Terre
-"Four-year-old brings gun
Haute. Needless to say, that
to day-care"
article received several Letters
-"Student slashes three at
to the Editor, more than any
Texas school"
other article published in the
Three headlines I found within . Thorn this year (something that
five minutes of browsing the USA really doesn't give me that
Today homepage. Three headlines much joy, by the way).
One of the letters that I
that really aren't that much of a surreceived too late to publish, was
prise to me. Not anymore, at least.
"What in the hell is going on with from Jason Bomeman,a sophothis country?" is my first response to more here at Rose. It was a dis
this. I sit around and think, and I appointment that I couldn't publish
really can't develop an answer. I it, because the point of the letter was
can't even seem to find a good solid that all this focus was being placed
place to start. It's one of those ques- on Hot Topic, while the real problem
tions that is easy (almost too easy) to was actually in the parents accepting
ask, but nearly impossible to responsibility for what their children
answer. I have come upon some do. Nothing could be closer to the
ideas though, that may eventually truth, for both the Hot Topic issue
and what is going on in the rest of
lead to the answer.
First of all, and most importantly, this country.
is the decline of responsibility. It is
But really, is it just an issue of
nearly impossible to find adults in parental responsibility that explains
this country that take responsibility an 11- and a 13-year old opening fire
for their actions, and the actions of on their classmates after pulling the
their children. This view may be dis- fire alarm at school? Of course not,
torted somewhat, however, because but it has to be a factor. Reading

about this Tuesday afternoon shooting,'I discovered that the boys allegedly stole the guns used in the assault
from. the II-year old's grandfather.
How could this be allowed to happen?
The Second Amendment says that
we, as i nation, have a duty to keep a,
well-armed militia, but it doesn't say
that we must keep a well-armed
gang. Or for that matter, well-amted
11- and 13-year olds. So, two nights

lives, and so on. Passing more gun
control legislation won't solve the
problems of an 11-year old stealing
his grandfather's.Ruger .44-Magnum
at nde. using it for human target practice.
Each night. it becomes more
apparent to me that this world is basically going to Hell. Now, Hell to me
is a place where evil reigns, and with
a pretty solid grip. I don't believe
there is an actual Hell, but just a
description of a place (kind of
like fictional towns like
Podunk and PennsyltuckY).
But really. violence rules
the ways of this country.
Countless movies are made,
exploiting the current violent
nature of this world. Books
arc written about mass murderers and become best sellers. Hate and violence smear
the headlines of any newspaper
(except the Thorn,of course).
Watch any nightly news program.
and the first 18 minutes will be. about
how many people died in the world,
who got. shot, what child was left in
the dumpster to die, and which countries decided to exercise their political "right" of religious -genockle on
their neighbors. This, of course. if
folldwed by some jolly weatherman
telling how El Nino is destroying
California and flooding the South,
then by some sportscaster who gives
the latest NHL scores and talks about
how good Larry Bird is as a coach.
The last two minutes are updates on
the latest "newsbreak," followed by a
"Have a good night and hope to sec
you tomorrow!"

Passing more gun control
legislation won't solve the
problems of an 11-year old
stealing his grandfather's
Ruger .44-Magnum

Housesitter/
animal
caregiver for 3
to 4 weeks this
summer.
Animal experience and
references a must.
To apply, contact Jenny Moore
812-986-2901
jsmoore@ccrtc.com
Your group can fill this space for
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for the rest of the year.
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ago, standing in my kitchen looking
over,pictures of crying parents and
school children, my stance changed.
Gun control is now a necessity in
this country. The Brady Bill, passed
in 1993, doesn't really do that much
to control who has possession of
guns. Nor does any other gun control legislation passed in the past.
Part of that has to do with the fact
that a majority of most violent crime
is done with stolen firearms. So,
restricting who or the amount of people buying new and used guns
doesn't do much to cut back on criminal use of guns.
The issue is much more than control of guns, though. It goes deep
into the U.S. Justice System, fundamental rights t of the American people, government interference in our

Its like they had Mien oft make
them a template like you'll find for
writing memos in Word, but instead
of"fill in company name.- it's "till in
name of child rapist.- The media has
become so obsessed with reporting
violence that it's unclear tO me if they
want to say how horrible it is for the
victims, or how wonderful it is for
their ratings.
And with this obsession for watching. re.ading. and reporting violence.
it has become equally unclear if people really love one another anymore. Well. I know Mat's not true.
It's obvious that there is love .out
there, but is there enough to save the.
world from going to Hell?
That brings to mind the movie The
Fifth Element, a very' good movie
starring Bruce Willis. The movie is
basically about evil taking over the
universe, and love being the only
thing that can save it. Of course. love
wins, but that was a fictitious, futuristic world. How would the world fare
if that were to happen today? And
who can argue against me that it isn't
already happening?
What everything comes down to is
that the objectives of the people of
this country are skewed. Are we
here just to_make a living, raise our
children in the "greatest land in the
world," and retire? I don't think so.
We are all here to make the world a
better place. Particularly. we can
start that by forgetting about our violent ways and start loving one
another.
I really mean this. .Without love,
we have no alternative but to hate.
Without love, we lose any desire to
exist. Without love, we are nothing.

Would You Like Fries with That?
Kenneth
Patricio
Thorn
Columnist

In my past two-plus years at
Rose, I've talked to many people about their and my relationship with others. Most of the
time, we are talking about relationships of the romantic variety. One of the main reasons
we'd be talking about the relationship is because of problems
that person thinks may be happening. One piece of advice
that I all too often find myself
giving is for that person to simply tell the other what they had
just said to me, with perhaps
just a bit more judicial use of
expletives.
The most common reaction is
simply, "I couldn't do that!"
Why not, because it's confrontation, or that it will hurt someone's feelings?
Long term
thinking, at least longer than the
immediate reaction, must come
in here. When a problem is
forming, it usually isn't started
by some big event. It's small
things which build up, often just
because of one little thing.
Misinterpretation of something said is one of the main culprits. Personally, I've grown to

not particularly care about making a fool of myself. Thus, I can
swallow my pride and be a fool
if need be, by asking if what I
think was meant was the true
meaning. That's what every fast
food attendant does when asking
the infamous question, "Would
you like fries with that?" I personally don't think I have ever
answered "yes" to that question.
However, someone, somewhere
will say "sure." The percentage
is so low, it has to be somewhat
painful to ask a question you
think you already know the
answer to. Often though, a person should doubt that and make
sure things are clear.
Small events can start to
change relationships by altering
the way a person might act,
however slightly. This can be
noticed by the other person.. and
though they think nothing of it,
they change their behavior,
sometimes unconsciously. This
can lead to a see-saw effect,
building with each interaction.
It is a great thing to be thinking about your actions and how
they'll effect the future of the
relationship. There is a limit to
this, and whatever you think
about should be talked about
with the other person. If both
people are aware of the past,
present, and future of the relationship as seen in the other's
eyes, then no large problems can
occur. This doesn't mean that

any two people .following that
premise will fall in love, get
married, have lots of children,
and live happily ever after. It
doesn't even mean that feelings
won't get hurt. It simply means
that the relationship will have
the chance to be the most it
could between those two people.
Communication needs to be
honest too. It isn't always necessary to do this bluntly, but
I've personally never been good
at beating around. the bush;
Also, sometimes it's true that a
person just can't take the full
Doses are sometimes
truth.
needed. You should do what
you're more comfortable with,
while -keeping the other persons
feelings in mind.
Often times though, this .does
not really have to be an issue. If
you're up front with the other
person from the start and
throughout the relationship,
there isn't much in common
relationships you'd be able to
say that would totally knock the
socks offthe other person.
Communication is truly the
key to survival in this world.
All sorts of things can wreak
havoc with a person's mind
through bad emotions and
stress. Effective communication can help limit these problems to keep things closer to the
realm of what is expected, yielding many fruitful relationships.
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Engineers open ICAC play at Franklin
by Don Cole
Thorn Sports Reporter
Not much baseball action
took place last week for the
Engineers, as they played only
three games, winning two and
losing one.
The Engineers arc now. 10-7
on the year and begin ICAC play
this Saturday when they irek to
Franklin college for a doubleheader.
Rose-Hulman 10, Thomas More 9
Rose took the first of two last
Sunday with a comeback win
over Thomas More. Andy Tochterman (2-1) picked up the win
and Brian Egli got the save in
his first appearance of the season.
The score was 4-2 heading
into the bottom of the fifth.
Mike Kreuger. in the previous
inning, scored an RBI double,
but Rose was unable to get any
more despite having the bases
loaded.
That changed in the fifth,

when the Engineers exploded
for six runs. Ryan Pownall and
Rob Nichols started things off
with RBI singles, then, after a
walk, freshman Jason Fox drove
them all in with a bases-loaded
triple.
Thomas More attempted to
claw back, but insurance runs
(lien in by Jimmy Costa and
Tochterman in the sixth proved
to be too much for the visitors.
Brian Egli stopped the Saint
rally for good in the seventh by
striking out the last batter to
earn his first save of the year.

would not score again until the
sixth.
Cain pitched well for the first
four innings, giving up two runs
on three hits. HoWever, he was
unable to hold the Saints down
for long, giving up six runs in
the last two innings. A late
comeback proved futile as Rose
was only able to muster up three
more runs before their final out.

Thomas More 8, Rose-Hulman 5
Thomas More broke a 2-2
deadlock in the fifth to defeat
Rose in the second half of the
Sunday.
last
doubleheader
Starter Andy Cain (2-2) suffered
the loss for the Engineers.
After the Saints scored two in
the second. Nichols lashed a triple in the bottom half of the
inning, driven in by Jimmy
Costa. After two steals, Costa
was driven in by Fox. Rose

Rose-Hulman 9, Millikin 5
Rose rebounded nicely from
their loss to Thomas More by
Millikin
defeating
soundly
Wednesday in Decatur, Illinois.
Costa (1-1) pitched a little over
seven innings to pick up his first
win this year.
Costa, who also hit a two-run
homer in he fourth, gave up
only two runs while striking out
seven in his 7 2/3 innirigs of
work. Brad Fetters relieved
Costa in the eighth and preserved the lead, though he did
not qualify for the save.
Marc McCullough also hit a
two-run shot in the ninth, his

Senior Jimmy Costa belts a two-run homer against Milliken to help himself to a 9-5 win. Costa also pitched 7 2/3 innings, striking out seven.
Photo provided by Darin Bryan
second of the year. Pownall padded his average nicely with a 3
for 4 day at the plate, while Phil
Munzer also contributed two
hits.

The Engineers, who were very
efficient on the day, scored nine
runs on nine hits, grabbed the
lead in the first inning and never
relinquished it.

Dirty Sock comes to Rose

Rode 7

by Joel Gillespie
Thorn Sports Reporter

Athlete ProliCe
Name: Rob Nichols
Sport: Baseball
Year: Junior
Major: Mechanical Engineering
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The Rose-Hulman Ultimate Frisbee
club will be hosting its annual tournament, Dirty Sock, this weekend on the
intramural fields. The proceedings will
begin between 9:30 and 10 a.m. on Saturday, and will continue until around 5
p.m. Admission to the tournament is
free, and the support of the Rose community would be greatly appreciated.
Seven teams are committed to Dirty
Sock: Carpe Discus (Rose), Buff (BraDoughnuts
Forbidden
dley),
(Augustana), Ghetto Force (Dayton),
Chi OmegaMama? (Indiana), Hoosiermama? (Indiana), and Earlham.
Rose traveled to the Notre Dame
campus in South Bend last Saturday

for the White Smoke II tournament.
Field conditions were nearly ideal at
the beginning of play, with three inches
of fresh snow covering the playing surface. However, as it warmed up
throughout the day, the snow melted
and the fields became huge mudbaths,
and sharp cuts and quick movements
became almost impossible.
Tough competition met the Rose
squad from the beginning, and they
ended up finishing with an 0-4 record
on the day. Rose fell to the University
of Chicago, Michigan, Purdue, and
Iowa, leaving their record in the spring
season at 2-7. Carpe Discus is hoping
for a better performance, and certainly
better conditions, at Dirty Sock this
weekend.

Valentine sets school records at Nationals

Nichols offensive leader
Junior reboundsfrom injuries, on record pace
by Don Cole
Thorn Sports Reporter
Rob Nichols has had, to put it mildly,
a pretty good season thus far. He was
formally recognized by the ICAC this
past week as ICAC Baseball Player of
the Week, specifically for his performance in last Sunday's doubleheader
against Thomas More.
In the said contests, Nichols went 6for-7 at the plate, reaching base in all
eight of his trips to bat. Nichols
returned to the plate after getting on
base five times, and drove in one run.
Of the six hits, one was a triple and the
rest were all singles.
Even more impressive are Nichols'
season statistics thus far. He leads the
team in five separate categories and is
tied for the lead in a sixth: RBIs (22),
hits (24), home runs (5), triples (2), and
slugging percentage (.870). He shares
the lead for runs scored (16) with Mike

Krueger. Nichols would have another
first, in batting average, were it not for
Ryan l'ownall's .559.
Several Rose-l-hilman season records
could fall to Nichols if he keeps this
pace up. The single season record for
home runs is eight, set by Mark Mayfield in 1987. Nichols hit four in a oneweek stretch in Florida, though he has
slackened a little in that department
since. Another notable record he is
making a run at is that of RBIs (36), set
by Pete Casper in 1993.
Nichols, a junior, was unable to finish fast season due to a broken thumb
and underwent knee surgery this past
offseason. Despite the abbreviated season, he put up the seventh-best singleseason batting average of all time at
Rose (.395) and drove in 20 runs,
The West Terre Haute native looks to
have a career year this year and will be
a valuable addition to the team as conference play begins this Saturday at
Franklin.

by Peter Anderson
Thorn Sports Editor

14th in the 50-yard freestyle, the event
for which he qualified, he was able to
set two school records.

Junior Sean Valentine competed at
the NCAA Division III Championships
last weekend, making him the first
Rose swimmer to ever do so.
While Valentine's top finish was

His time of 47.43 in the 100-yard
freestyle topped his own record, while
his 52.44 in the 100-yard butterfly beat
the record Rob Danforth set in 1994 of
54.68.

Engineers in Action
Friday, March 27:
JV Baseball hosts Wabash
Golf at Prairie Fire Classic
Tennis hosts Manchester

Saturday, March 28:
Baseball at Franklin College(DH)
Golf at Prairie Fire Classic
Tennis at Kerry Seward Invitational
Track at U. of Indy Invite

Sunday, March 29:
Baseball at IUPUI(DH)
Tennis at Kerry Seward Invitational
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Engineers tennis team keeps on winning
by Peter Anderson
Thorn Sports Editor
The Rose-Hulman men's
tennis team hosts Manchester tomorrow before entering
the Kerry Seward Invitational at Wabash College this
weekend.
The Engineers continue to
ace the competition, coming
out of two matches in the
last week with victories
over conference opponents
Franklin and Anderson on
the road.
The wins improve the
Engineers to 7-1 overall, and
3-0 in ICAC matches. RoseHulman has won each of
their last four matches. The
start is perhaps the best start

Freshman TareIle Van Dyk was selected as the
ICAC Newcomer of the Year. Van Dyk played in
all 25 games this season, starting 19 and averaged 9.1 points and 4.3 rebounds per game. She
also led the team with 11 blocked shots and was
second on the team with 35 steals and 56 assists.
Van Dyk was also named to the honorable mention all-ICAC team, along with junior Bessie
Fulk. Junior Amanda Speich was selected to the
second-team all-ICAC squad.

in school history.

GE

I Know What You 9:20
Did Last Summer E
Blues Brothers 2000
7:00 & 9:20 MEI

Mount Pleasant United Methodist Church.
Aaron Wheaton,Pastor. Sunday worship
services 8:30 and 10:45. Sunday school
9:55. Located 3092 E. Davis Drive --just
south of the Margaret Ave.and 25th St. intersection. 232-4808

of May-Owen and fresh man
Michael

Cox-sophomore

Marion 'clinched

the
win for the Engineers with
v ictories.
Eric

The Engineers dominated
the match against Anderson,
losing only the game at third
singles to the Ravens. RoseHolman dispatched them
with relative ease in claiming the 8-1 victory.
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match, giving Franklin a 4-3
lead. Hut the doubles teams

he would drop the next sets
7-6 (2) and 7-6 (I). Then
Owen lost his first set, 3-6.
before claiming the final two
It looked as if Kober sets and the match 7-6 (2). 7would cruise to a win after 6(1).
taking the first set 6-0, but
WilOt ord and freshman

Mouse Hunt
7:00 & 9:00
Mr.Magoo 7:15

Clark and Kober were
unable to win their double.;

Rose-Hulman won a tight
match over the Grizzlies 5-4.
Clark won his match at number one singles in straight
sets. May followed suit with
a tight, three-set win, 6-7
(6), 6-2, 7-6 (6).

INDIANA THEATRE
7th & Ohio

NIERTAt

Kenny Owens lost in straight
sets to leave the match tied
3-3.

The Engineers arc led by
junior Craig Clark. Clark is
6-2 at the number one singles spot. Three of the top
five players are freshman —
Tyson May, Robert Kober
and Jordan Williford. These
four, along with senior Jason
Owen, are a combined 32-12
in singles matches this season.

NOW RENTING. Large Houses with 3-6
bedrooms,2+ baths, central air, dishwasher,
stove and fridge, all furniture including beds
and desks,etc. All in excellent neighborhoods and convenient to campus. We cater
to Rose students' needs and we have references for you. Alum owned and operated.
Call 238 - 0060.
FOR RENT: 2-7 Bedroom houses and
apartments. Furnished and unfurnished.
Very nice and clean. Some with utilities
paid. Call 877-2910.

FOR WOMEN ONLY is now meeting at a Furnished one bedroom apartment available
new time and place - Thursdays at 7:00 pm, Fall quarter. Ten month lease. $250 includes
at the United Ministries Center,321 N.7th utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteon (CL108, Box
St. This is a programfor women about wom- 171, ext. 8247 or 299-5182)for more inforen's issues. Call 232-0186 if you need a ride mation.
from Saint Mary's or Rose-Hulman. Cosponsored with Saint Mary-of-the-Woods
Furnished three bedroom apartment availCampus Ministry.
able Fall quarter. Ten month lease. $500 includes utilities. Contact Dr.Ditteon(CL108,
Box 171,ext. 8247 or 299-5182)for more inLOCAL,ORGANIC PRODUCE,Weekly
formation.
May-Nov,Subscribe Now & Save. Quiet
Springs Farm,For Information: (765) 4981070 or quietspr@ticz.com
Efficiency for rent. $265/month. Very nice;
all utilities included. Call Sharp Flats LLC
877-1146.
DivorceCare, a special help seminar and
support group for people experiencing di1-6 Bedroom apartments and housesfor rent.
vorce and separation, will be held on MonSharp Flats, LLC. 877-1146.
day evenings at First Baptist Church of
North Terre Haute beginning March 2. Child
care is available. DivorceCare features naFOR SALE
tionally recognized experts on divorce and
recovery topics. Seminar sessions include
.1998 Schwinn S-20 Full-Suspension moun"Facing Your Anger","Facing Your Loneli- tain bike. Only used a couple of times,excel-

lent condition. Asking $8(X). 877-0095 and
ask for Matt
Truck for Sale - 1991 Isuzu Pup,5 speed,
good condition. $6000or best offer. Contact
Sue at X8228.
For Sale: '88 Toyota Tercel 130K,5 spd,
cass, runs good, needs clutch. $600 obo.
Call Mike 877-3501.

Life-Saving Blood Plasma. Earn $1(X) in 2
weeks by donating 4 times as a New or Reactivated (6 months since last donation) Donor.
NAB I BioMedical Center, 417 Wabash Ave..
234-4828
Stanley Home Products Representative Wanda
Eaton 448-1879 or Scharpenberg Hall x8266
WANTED

Stereo Equipment Sale! NAD 705 Stereo
Receiver $300,obo; 1 pair BOSE 301 's
$225,obo; $5(X)for all, Call Matt Frantz,
234-0969 leave message.
HELP WANTED
AGENTS NO EXPERIENCE Company
Expanding — $12-18 hr. + Bonuses Send
SASE for Details to: International, 1375 Coney Island Ave, Ste 427, Brooklyn, NY
11230
HELP WANTED Men/Women earn $375
weekly processing/assembling Medical I.D.
Cards at home. Immediate openings, your
local area, Experience unnecessary, will
train, Call Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
118M
Co-op opportunities, 1998, Civil Engineering/Technoloi,y students. ETS is a Top
5(X)Engineering Design firm specializing in
geotechnical engineering, materials testing
and environmental sciences. Our Indianapolis, IN. office has co-op positions available in
the materials testing division. Learn new
technology,earn college credits, receive
good pay and,establish contacts. Call Kevin
Kessler at Engineering & Testing Services,
1-800-229-3871 or 317-216-7131.
Ari.SCELLA144EOUS
EARN CASH! SAVE LIVES! by Donating

_

BULLS TICKETS wanted - If you have two
tickets to any Chicago Bulls home game. I'd
like to buy them from you - any time,any opponent, short notice okay. Call x806 I or email
David.Gibson@Rose-Hulman.edu.

The Rose Thorn offers classified advertisements less than 30 words free to Rose-Hulman
students, faculty, and student organizations.
For submissions of more than 30 words, each
additional word is $0.10.
All other classified advertisements are $3.(X)
for the first 30 words and $0.15 for each additional word. Payments must be made in advance; corrections at our expense first week
only.
The Rose Thorn reserves the right to refuse
advertising which the editors judge to be discriminatory on the basis of race,religion,sexual
orientation, or gender. Also any advertisement
which promote violence, illegal activities or is
in bad taste will not be considered for publication.
Submissions may be made at the Thorn office, through campus mail addressed to the
Thorn, by entail-ing thorn@rose-hulman.edu,
or by calling the Thorn office at extension 8255.
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the Wednesday prior to publication. Runs over (Inc week
must be renewed weekly by contacting the
Thorn office, unless prior run arrangements
have been made.
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Top Ten Pickup (no pun intended) Lines
Overheard at WCW Thursday Night Thunder
10) My trailer may be unheated, but we'll warm it up.
9) Go ahead, touch it, doc says that ringworm ain't even contagious anymore.
8) Did anyone ever tell you that your eyes are as beautiful as a perfectly executed
belly-to-belly suplex?
7) I can think of seven different submission holds that I'd love to try out on you.
6) I don't even have to be drunk to be this sexy, but it sure helps.
5) Oh my gosh, we have matching Ric Flair headbands!
4) You're the cutest thing I've seen since WrestleMania IV.
3) Sometimes, in times of weakness, I wonder how many World Television Title
belts I could have won if I hadn't blown out my knee.
2) Wanna go do some keg stands on the Bash?
1) Jim Bob 3:16: "I just grabbed your ass!"

Coming Next Week:
The Rose Thron
April Fool's Issue

,

DILBERT®
CAN ONLY GIVE YOU
A TWO PERCENT RAISE
THIS YEAR, ALICE

(-COMPARE THAT
TO WALLY'S
PERFORMANCE.
NE COMPLAINED
ALL YEAR.

(
13ECAU5E YOUR Tt
WAS NOT VERY
CHNLLENGING,

0

AND HE MISSED
EVERY GOAL!
NOW T1-1 AT'$
CHALLENGING 703!

HOW COULD YOU
POssiay THINK IT
WASN'T CHALLENGING

YOU EXCEEDED ALL
YOUR GOALS WITHOUT COMPLAINING.

MAYBE HIS HYGIENE
ISN'T THE BEST, 6UT
_14E WAS RIGHT WHEN
HE SAID YOU
WOULD STAB
HIM IN THE
5ACK.
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Monkey revealed as source of Campus prepares
Novell network stability
for Armageddon
by Harry Tongue
Thron News Reporter
Software can only solve so many
problems, especially when dealing
with the complexity of networks so
vast and unpredictable as those at
Rose. Laptop networking creates a
vast stress on the WCC network
operations daily. At the outset of
the laptops' first utilization three
years ago, the Novell network system was prone to sporadic crashing. Current statistics reveal that
WCC keeps it up nearly sixty percent longer than previously
recorded.
Behind the glass walls of the
main computing hub, one can hear
the screams of the reason the network has such new stamina. It
seems this glass cage keeps passersby from adjusting and removing
the vital equipment from its veritable cage. However, the truth of this
wall of glass is far lass obvious to
the mere passerby.
"It all has to do with the monkey," stated recent Rose graduate
Frank Skipland, former Novell
operator and monkey trainer. WCC
adopted a monkey last spring for
the sole purpose of maintaining a
reliable Novell network. The programming of the monkey's brain
came from an Integrated First Year
Curriculum project lead by Dr.
Claude Smiley.
IC Students and WCC members
worked for ten weeks without sleep
or lack of a caffeinated beverage.
"We found the ppproblem was
wwwee were ddddesigning for a
mmmonkey," stuttered and spat
Bernie Pfieffer, former IC student
and project leader of "Project X,"

Minor inconveniences expected

Binkus, Novell network administrator, is the reason behind the
newfound stamina of computing resources.
Photo by Dick Nixon
as he tried to free himself from the
Velcro straps of his straight jacket.
Despite numerous complications, in monkey was eventually
acquired through ARATed. When
asked why ARATed had a monkey
in the first place, Ted, proprietor
and manger, responded, "It used to
be, if the monkey dies, the food's
no good. Let's just say we've
'improved.' Besides, WCC needed
a monkey. Badda-bing, Baddaboom."
"He was an angry monkey,"
interjected Jackson Carlitos. "He
was so angry many of us wanted to
spank. him to shut him up, but
Bernie (the monkey trainer at the
time) said, 'No, you can touch my
monkey, but you can't spank him.'
We all wanted to spank the monkey, day, and night." Despite the
monkey's behavioral idiosyncra-

sies, once properly attached to the
mainframe, the network began to
run effortlessly.
"The first monkey wasn't the
bad part," Carlitos elaborated.
"The problems came during the
summer when we tried to run a
series of monkeys in parallel."
"Believe me," Skipland interjected, "There are a lot of things
more fun than a barrel of monkeys."
Despite the lessons of the summer of monkey business, WCC
still maintains a single monkey
system. His name is Binkus. Students may not be able to see him,
but know that he is there. Amongst
the cage of electronics sits a primate more powerful than one could
imagine, and all he wants is a
banana.

Four chemistry professors
involved in nefarious activities
by S. Carr Gogh
Thron News Reporter
A number of Rose-Hulman professors have come under investigation recently on charges ,that
they have been manufacturing
crank and running a sweatshop in
a previously unknown sub-level of
Olean Hall.
In a report released by the FBI
yesterday, Dr. Hockalugi and Dr.
Wheee!! of the chemical engineering department were formally
charged on several drug counts
and violating child labor laws. Dr.
Shelsey, Dr. Alieeinwonderland,
and SRC director Matt Eclair were
also implicated as accomplices
and could face federal charges.
The FBI document states that
the accused were running a drug
lab/sweatshop below the High Bay
Lab in Olean Hall, a sub-level previously unknown to school officials."Had we known it was-there,
we could've used it for a roller
hockey 'rink," snickered Eclair
after denying he was involved. He
was then promptly beat down by
the roller hockey team.
This sub-level is accessed
through a false drain in the High

labs or classes on time. Minor
inconveniences may Occur during
this time, such as sporadic water and
Rose-Hulman authorities have power outages, leaky roofs, and
received word,
certain problems with the Novell network
omnipotent contacts that the end of and modem banks. The SRC will be
the world has been scheduled for closed as a result of judgement day,
next Thursday at 12:31 pm.
as Matt.alair has stated his intent to
Immediately after receiving this relinquish .his post and reclaim his
-notification,
Samuel
Hulburp position at the right hand of Satan.
released a public statement regard- Prince of Darkness.
ing Rose's official Interim Policy on
Swimming and fishing in Speed
Attendance in the Face of Impend- Lake or Scum Pond is not advised ,
ing Doom. Hulburp stated,"I would in the near future as they will be
like to reassure everyone that even temporarily transformed into lakes
with the apocalypse nigh, classes of fire into which the damned and
will continue to be held on sched- contemptible souls • of the wicked
ule."
will be cast into eternal damnation.
Hulburp reminded students that
The Physics department has calthe final decision as to whether they culated that the fireballs prophechoose to risk getting to class sized in the Bible will land in the
through the raining brimstone and student parking lot north of Speed
unquenchable fires of Hell is up to Hall. Gary Fauna of campus secuthem. He went on to say that he rity would like to remind students
would be very disappointed if many that parking in the nearby Olean
students let this . minor concern faculty lot is still strictly prohibited
adversely affect the quality of their and will be continue. to be punished ,
education.
to the full extent of their power.
The administration has decided to 'Fauna exclaimed, "Hey buddy, I
build into the Armageddon Sched- don't care if it is the end of the
ule a generous two minutes of world, we've got the boot and we're
unbridled panic among the students not afraid to use it".
and faculty as the thundering gallop
of the four horsemen is heard in the
See "Armageddon
distance. However,everyone will be
Schedule"
on Page e
expected to report to their afternoon
.

Bay Lab, then, squeezing through spent my year on sabbatical drawten feet of PVC to the approxi- ing up the process," he boasted.
mately 69,000 square foot area Both Wheee!! and Hockalugi clevused by Hockalugi and Wheee!!. erly tested the process by using a
The FBI found a crank lab run by modified version of it as a problem
senior chemistry students and in Material and Energy Balances I.
chemistry stockroom workers.
ID another section of the sub- Once the process had been verilevel, agents discovered a sweat- fied, it was a simple matter to set it
shop which produced Beanie up. "That thousand dollar tuition
Babies and sweatshirts for the hike really helped," said Wheee!!,
bookstore, showing the involve- referring to last year's tuition raise.
ment of the bookstore personnel in "We were able to buy all our
the operation. Workers in the equipment within budget."
sweatshop included SRC workWhen asked if they would reimstudy students and chemical engiburse the school, Hockalugi
neering majors who fell into disfascoffed and snorted an ounce of
vor with Hockalugi or Wheee!!.
beer up his nose.
All the implicated parties denied
any invotvement in the illegal
As of press time, all parties
activities. After a few beers, how- involved were locked in Hockever, they sang like canaries. Both. alugi's office, and refused to come
Aliceinwonderland and Shelsey out until they got a pepperoni
claimed that they figured out how pizza and a golf club to beat down
to make the crank from ARA food Eclair, who is still sending out
and products from organic chemis- emails hourly describing the situatry labs. However, both claimed tion and how it will affect- SRC
they thought of it first and prohours.
ceeded to mud wrestle for an hour.
Rose-Hulman President Samuel
All acknowledged that Hockalugi was the mastermind, though. Hulburp was unavailable for com"I had nothing else to do, so I ment.

by Harvey Lipschitz
Thron News Reporter

MO loses charter
by LP. Freley
Thron News Reporter
The Rose chapter of the Lambda
Pt Omicron service fraternity has
lost its charter after several incidents at a huge party thrown this
past weekend. The party,'held in
their office in the Hulman Memorid Union, was the site of a vicious
brawl that broke out, sending 5
people to the hospital,
"W.
"re not
sure exactly
"
Ijust
hapwhat
ned,"
stated Harry
Vandeciap,
of
chief

and bottles flyimt everywhere."
The estimated damage done on
the carpet alone was $26,000.
According to Rose-Hulman palicy, the members of AGO must
donate their blood until this amount
is paid for. The damage done to the
furniture was minimal, since the
furniture in the Union is crap artyway.
Vandeclap stated that all of the
remaining alcohol was confiscated
and would be
distributed to
prospective
students visiting the RoseHulman canipus. "We'll
those
give
kids a couple
of shots of
Cuervo or SoCo and we'll have
`cm in our back pocket. Too bad
we can't take them out to 6th Avenue Dancers."
Willy Dixon. head of Buildings
and Non-Buildings, was quoted as
saying,"With as much beer as was
spilled into that office carpet, it's a
wonder any of them were even
drunk. All in all, there's piobably
about as much beer in there as in
the back of my pick-up after work
on Friday."
Sources wouldn't confirm this,
but it is estimated that the former
members of the now-defunct chapter will owe nearly $3,212,876.43
to their Nationals for violating so
many of their by-laws.

grabbed my
Goblin Grenade
and got the hell out
of there!"
man's SWAT

team.

The

SWAT'team, recently formed after
months of illegal parking in front
of BSB residence hall, was called
in to clear the mess,
"Apparently, after 'AGO finished oft their third keg of Icehouse, an argument broke out
about who would be the one to go
and get another," said Vandeclap.
"The women started pushing each
other, then someone fell into the
middle of a Magic game, mixing
up everyone's cards. Then all hell
simply broke loose.
One member of AGO., Jim Kartoffeln, who requested to remain
anonymous, said, "I just grabbed
my Goblin Grenade and got the
hell out of there! There were chairs
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It's the end ofthe world... •

Armageddon Weather Forecast
Wednesday:
Expect darkening clouds as the seven signs of
the apocalypse are revealed. The Terre Haute area will
also notice a rise in temperature as Satan prepares his
•entrance. In the evening, the clouds should part to
reveal a blood red full Moon. Expect temperatures to
continue to increase, with the possibility of lightning
storms.

Thursday:
Expect relative calm before 12:36. Later, fire
and brimstone should downpour while several tornados steer the populace into Speed Lake and Scum
Pond. Everybody is advised to either flee or submit to
the whims of hell. Temperatures will vary, from -200
to 400 degrees Fahrenheit.

Later:
There is no later. It's Armageddon, people!

Armageddon Schedule
12:15 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

12:36 p.m.

12:37 p.m.

12:38 p.m.

12:40 p.m.

God and Satan synchronize watches.
Heaven and Hell's Armageddon Keys
simultaneously turned. Countdown
begins.
God and Satan press red buttons. Armageddon commences. Vigo County
Courthouse (the Gateway to Hell) will
be torn asunder, spewing forth legions
of hellspawn, volleys of fireballs, and
the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
The Two Minutes Unbridled Panic will
begin at this time.
RHIT campus ravaged by aforementioned minions(unless they are held up
by a train on Wabash Avenue).
Two Minutes Panic will end. Students
are reminded that at this point they will
have only two minutes of passing time
remaining. It is advised that during the
Panic they run screaming like Satan
himself is on their ass (he very well
may be)in the general direction of their.
next class.
6th hour will begin as regularly sched-

uled.
12:55 p.m.

The Four Horsemen arrive on campus
in a slightly inebriated state, after stopping at Sonka's for a few rounds of
Black and Tans.

Day after Armageddon
• ARATed chemistry lecture, "Properties of
indigestible solids," South Rooms, 12:00
• Living Cessation Class, "Just Give Up!"
Faculty Lounge, 1:00
• ARATed economics lecture, "The advantages
of monopolies on college campuses," Union
Cafeteria, now until the end of time.
• Slappy's Malt Liquor PGA Open, various
courses
• Eternal Break 5:00p.m.
• Netscape 5.0 release Kegger, 10:00 p.m. Slappy's runs out!
THIS CARD If GOOD FOR

ONE FREE CLUE
ON THE EIT.
APPLIEI ONLY TO THE FOLLOWING MAJOR':
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MEI AND CIVIL,- CAN GO TO HELL.
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Curriculum to Keep Profs on their Toes
by Pindle G. Wingfelde
Thron pimp
Rose-Hulman, always a
trend-setter in higher education, continues its tradition of innovation with the
formation of the Spontaneous Curriculum Committee (SCC). The Committee
has been charged with the
task of creating a curriculum for first-year students
which would make teaching as challenging for the
faculty as learning
is for the students.
According to Dr.
Montague,
Don
SCC chairperson,
the basic premise
of the Spontaneous Curriculum is
simple: each student would be
assigned a random
classroom for each
period of class.
are
Professors
assigned to each
of the classrooms, and
would
entering,
upon
access a web page where
they would find the topic
for that day's lecture.
The professor would then
have five minutes to prepare his lecture, much like
in an extemporaneous
contest, and
speaking
would officiate the class
like in a normal setting.
Tests and grades would
be obsolete in the new system, and students would
not be required to demonstrate anything they've
learned, actually. Professors will be expected to
think on their feet and
prove their proficiency in
several areas. The process
has been described as turn-

ing the tables, so to speak.
"We'd like to give
incoming
students
an
opportunity to experience
as many different topics as
possible," said Montague.
"And the best way to learn
a subject is from a professor who is just as confused
as you are."
Greg Simons, junior
Applied Optics/Chemical
Engineering major, stated,
"I like the idea. It'll be fun
to see some professors

Since this idea raises
some interesting questions, the Thron asked Dr.
Montague for the opportunity for a short interview,
of which the transcript is
printed below.
Thron: What the hell
were you thinking?
Montague: It's not so
much an issue of what
we're thinking as what
we're doing, and I think
that's a positive. Sure
there may be some
basic problems with
the implementation,
but this idea is so far
ahead of its time, we
expected some naysayers.
Thron: Are you on
crack?

Montague:
try
never
would
crack, not even on a
bet. I never let anything
squirm for once."
A list of suggested lec- mess with a good trip, and
ture topics which was I'm cruising along pretty
leaked to the Thron dem- good right now, man.
onstrates the level of diverThron: Do you think
sity the SCC is looking for.
In the course of a week, a "demented" would be an
to
term
computer science profes- appropriate
sor could lecture on "The describe the SCC?
History of Wristbands in
the NBA" on Monday, Montague: We're just
switch gears to "Quantum doing the best we can in a
Layman's cruel world. Some days
in
Physics
Terms" on Tuesday, take a you win, some days you
day off to catch their breath lose, some days it rains,
on Wednesday, move on to you know?
"A Thematic Comparison
Although the idea may be
of Invisible Man and Mein
Kampf' on Thursday, and rough around the edges, the
wrap up the week with leadership behind the SCC
"The Use of Disarmed certainly has the best interSidewinder Missiles in ests of Rose students in
mind.
Landscaping" on Friday.

)Thron Submission Policy:
With the impending advent of Armageddon, the Thron will
rno longer be publishing Campus Events, Classified Ads, or
Graphical advertisements. However, if you want to give us
Jour money, we will gladly receive it. We can use all the
money we can net Also, you won't need it, because all
currency will become meaningless in the impending chaos.
To help support you in your quest to get rid of all your
. worldly possessions, you will notice convenient Thron
staff members eager to assist the removal of all you own.
rWe will then make sure your stuff goes a worthy cause,
Really.
As a community service., we will also run a Slappy's Malt
Liquor distillery until the end of time. If you want a
free sample, please go to West T. and.wait until we show
up. If you actually want to purchase some, hit your head
hard until you realize that we're giving the stuff for
FREE!
We will. We promise.
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Rose abandons laptops,switches to durable computers
by Tu Byts
Thron News Reporter
In a sudden reversal from existing policy, Rose has cancelled its
laptop orders for next year's freshman class. Instead, it will mandate the purchase of an Apple He,
along with several peripherals.
There were several reasons for
this switch, according to Vice
President of Data Systems Dr.
LAN Groper.
"After three years of using these
complicated notebooks, we've
seen that these things were intimidating the students. A good portion of the computers will also
have something broken some
time in the student's four years
here."
The Apple lie's will come from
the Terre Haute Goodwill store
and other regional locations.
Should these supplies run out, the
computer engineering department
plans on incorporating Apple He
construction into the curriculum.
Phil Heckles, a professor in the
computer engineering department, explained, "We've got the
schematics for these things. Two
punks in a garage built them.
We've got that Jack Fryer building

fund
lifeguards
for the SRC."
The Apple computers will provide
significant
benefits to the
incoming
students. "These systems are older, but
that is important
in the outside
world, where the
young engineers
we graduate will
have to deal with
legacy
systems
and applications,"
explained Groper.
The Apples are
also more durable
and less prone to
failure than lapA student proudly shows off one of the "new"computers to be used by the
Groper
tops.
incoming freshman class. Upperclassmen will build the machines and write
explained, -Why,
Photo by Andy Warhol
software in course projects.
we found one of
these
things
being built. We ought to be able burden each student bears to pay soaked down in the basement,
to churn the things out." Several for the laptops. As opposed to the dried it out, and it came up just
reasons were attributed to the $5,000 that the computers previ- fine. See if the PMS laptops can
change. According to an anony- ously cost, we believe that we can beat that!"
mous member of the selection manufacture them for $50. We "We also believe that as retro
committee, cost was a key issue. can then sell them at $1,000, quite nostalgia moves into the early
"One of the most persistent com- a discount in cost from the previ- 80's, students will appreciate the
plaints we've heard is the cost ous years, and use the profits to vintage appearance of the Apples

over the modern looks of the laptops.," said Groper. The Apple
machines will be an integral part
Of the Curriculum. In addition to
their manufacture, computer engineering classes will work to
develop • networking support, a
CD-ROM drive interface, and
other "convenience features."
. The computer science Majors
will also be given assignments for
these machines. Among them will
be the development of mathematics software, similar to the Maple
Software „currently used on laptops.
The system ,will come with a
video cable to hook up to televisions, a printer; and two 5 1/4"
drives, as well as the computer. A,
software suite is also anticipated
to include AppleDoc for word
processing, the legendary spreadsheet application VisiCalc, and
Logo, to be used as both a programming language and drawing
application. "We hope to eventually add
more exciting peripherals as we
can scrounge them up or Copy
their schematics. For instance,
there's been some discussion as to
including a. mouse,.or even a full
256K of RAM," Heckles said.

Civil department buys new Fraternity must go
equipment with funding grant
dry by 2000

fl

by Richie Premix
Thron News Reporter
In order to keep up with the
blistering pace of progress in the
field of Civil Engineering, RoseHulman has approved a $25
grant to purchase a revolutionary
new learning tool: CelluloseBased Small-Scale Building
• Simulators.
The CBSSBS system, commonly marketed in the past
under the horribly inappropriate
trade name "Lincoln Logs," is
expected to be a large hit with
the students of the department.
Jim Bizzatch,junior civil, says
he's been looking forward to this
day for years. "This will help out
incredibly with my understanding of my timber class," Bizzatch said. "It's almost as big a
development as when we got the
sandbox for soils class."
The enthusiasm of the civil
students is shared by the members of the faculty.
"I'm afraid the department
hasn't offered the amount of
hands-on education that is possible with this new technology,"
commented
Dr.
MacPhisto,
chairman of the civil engineering
department. He echoed the sentiments of several of his colleagues.
One of the goals of the department—which
has
formally
requested to forgo being referred
to as "civil engineering" and will
now be recognized as so and
orally referred to as "the department formerly known as civil"—
has always been to push back the
boundaries of knowledge and
break new intellectual ground.
The
CBSSBS
system
is
expected to be a great help in this
area.
"It's been a couple of years
since any of our faculty won a
national award," said .MacPhisto.

by Al Koholic
Thron News Reporter

.

"Actually, the last time was in
1992, when Dr. MacMurphy discovered that it is difficult to push
a rope. That was what we like to
refer to as 'a real breakthrough'
Mr the department."
"With the advent of CBSSBS,
that type of discovery could happen on a weekly basis. To be
quite honest, many of us are
detecting a strong scent of Nobel
in the air."
The civil department has long
been under the strain of a tight
budget, and some questions were
raised about where the money
would come from for a project of
this size and scope. However,
MacPhisto has long been able to
realize funds for projects that
were deemed to be worthy of the
sacrifice, and this case was no
exception.
"We just basicallY cancelled
bowling night and had everybody throw the money they
would normally have spent on
beer into a hat," said MacPhisto.
"It's been tough on everyone, but
prOgress is not made without

proud member. "So I guess National
knows what they're doing."
• Currently, all alcoholic beverages
and drugs will be banned from any
official chapter's parties. The change
has caused pandemonalm for the
party organizers, who, up until now,
didn't know them was such thihg as a
virgin daiquiri.
The organizers have called for an
immediate -chapter• meeting to
resolve • the need for a new list of
drinks. After much debate, the members resolved to serve fruit juices as
the new health,drinks. The new. rule
was quickly implemented at •a recent
gathering, where the drinks were the
hit of the party.
"We thought the change to fruit
juices would turn away many partygoers, but I guess a well-aged glass
of fruit juice can be just as tasty as
.any can of beer," said happy organizer, Ben Stupour. "The best thing
is, we didn't break any national
rules."

The national Zeta Mu chapter has
unanimously voted to get their chapters to go dry by the year 2000.
Members of the Rose-Hulman chapter of Zeta Mu have been up in arms
against their national office. Many
members have been seen shredding
their shirts in their solidarity opposition to the latest ruling.
Many Zmus discovered sobriety
can give them more time than usual.
"Ugh. I didn't know there were
primetime shows on after 7 p.m.,"
commented member Marty LacquOr.
Unfortunately, the members still
have to learn what to do with the
excess time on their hands: Those
who are willing to comply with the
national chapter's decision have discovered that studying can help raise
sacrifice. Or, as I like to say, you their grades above just passing:
"I was,like, studying and now I'm
can't make an omelet without
breaking some eggs. I also like to like a C student," commented a
say that baseball is 90 percent
pitching and the other half is
mental, but I'm not sure that's
relevant in this case."
implemented
newly
The
CBSSBS system is currently on
display in Olean 311, but don't
expect to just walk in and start
building with the logs. "It's true
that we've had to step up security since the CBSSBS arrived,"
said Carl Crossmember, civil
department technician. "Right
now, we've got work-study students stationed in the lab around
the clock who are instructed to
protect the system at all costs."
Don't just take Joe's word for it.
Will the civil department conCheck out these raves:
tinue to disprove the comfortably
held theorems of the old guard in
"Nothing says sweet lovin' like a double-wide1"
the field? Is it really true that
--Trailers Today
water and dirt make mud? What"There's nothing like waking up, wondering
ever happened to Crystal Pepsi?
where the hell you are, and realizing you're in
These questions and more are
some trucker's double-wide. They're always true
expected to be answered in the
gentlemen."
next several months with the
--Wendy Gramercy
help of the CBSSBS system.

HonestJoe Gagliardi
sez:
"Come on down to
Kamanawanaleiya
Trailers, and we'll
hook you up with the
-nicest double-wide in
the lot!"
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Four crappy movies and a six-pack, how else to spend a Tuesday night?
Dwayne
Schintzius
Thron Center (rct.)

and
Gheorghe
Muresan
Thron Center

Airborne
Airborne is the high-flying movie
about Mitchell, a California surfer
dude who has to move to Cincinnati
for the winter after his parents get a
research grant in Australia. The
movie features some great surfing
and rollerblading stunts, and the end
sequence (a race between the "preps"
and the "dirts") is so exciting that
you'll want to rewind the tape and
watch it again and again. No, wait,
my bad, you probably won't want to
watch it ever again. Whoever wrote
the script for this movie, however,
should have been up for an Oscar.
Here's an example of some hard-hitting Airborne dialogue:
Mitchell (Stufer Punk): Look,
bra,I don't want to start anything

tvith you.
Augie (Local Ruffian): Did he
just call me a piece of women's
underwear?
Overall, I think that this movie tries
to have some sort of moral message,
and that made the movie suffer.
'Whenever Mitchell is racing his rollerblades, or getting pranked by the
kids at his school, the movie is good,
but when it becomes a movie about
"being yourself' and tries to have a
"message," it fails by comparison.
Still a good movie in my opinion, but
1 have a soft spot for garbage inovies
like This.
My (Dwayne) Rating: 2 and a
half stars. I'd give it more, because I
like it, but overall it is just too terrible
to merit anything better than that.
Gheorghe's Rating: I star. Airborne is too good to be in the "worst
movies ever" genre. I found it mildly
hard to laugh at as opposed to rolling
on the floor laughing at some of the
other selections.

A Dangerous Place
Martial arts kid Ted Jan Roberts is
a kid whose brother is killed by some
gang members. So naturally, after
figuring this out, he ties to join the
gang so he can enact some revenge.
Unfortunately, the gang's wily leader
is none other than legendary 80's star

The Rose Thron
5500 Wabash Avenue
Terre Haute,Indiana 47803-3999
Phone:(900)976-0069
Fax:(900)976-6900
"Working to keep the Rose-Hit/man comminily
misinformed by providing an inaccurate and
undependable sourcefrr news and whatnot,"
The Rose Thron is published on Fridays at
Rose-Hulman Institute ofTechnology.

COREY FELDMAN!!! I sure hope
that the casting director for this movie
was handsomely paid—check out the
talent! Besides Ted Jan and Corey
Feldman, he also managed to get
"Tony Wicks" from the "California
Dreams" TV show (you know he has
offers rolling in all the time)as well as
the mom from "Silver Spoons!" Perhaps the only movie with a cast that
can compare is the upcoming 3 Ninjas: High Noon at Mega Mountain
with Hulk Hogan, Loni Anderson,
and the guy who played Ernest.
My rating: 1 star because Ted
Jan's in it. I can't help but watch his
movies. They're so bad, but they are
funny, because they take themselves
seriously. If you know who Ernie
Reyes, Jr. is and you like his movies,
you'll like this movie. Of course if
you know who Ernie Reyes, Jr. is,
that's pretty pathetic.
Gheorghe's Rating: I star. Ted
Jan Roberts beating up karate experts
like Corey Feldman and Tony off of
-California Dreams"? I don't think
so. I'm sorry, but the only thing a 5
foot, 100 pound geek can get past is
Rose's admissions standards. A Dangerous Place does earn a star, however, because it is hilariously stupid,
as are the other movies in the "Ted
Jan" series that I hate to admit I've
seen.

A kfmon jack-o-lantem is sumjaC
moned from Hell by an evil man in
order to terrorize the people who had
W0000? sounds
him lynched.
spooky doesn't it? Actually, Jack-0
is one of the funniest movies I've ever
seen in my life. I don't think I've ever
seen a movie featuring a script worse,
actors less talented, special effects
more cheesy, or a plot as stupid as
Jack-O. Putting all of these factors
together, you have to wonder if the
people involved actually knew that
the movie would be this bad. The
only scary thing about this "horror"
film is the mom in the movie. Her
eyes bulge out like some demented
bug. She was much more frightening
than the "pumpkin man" who was in
about 12 places at once killing people
with a rapier.

foot monster with a pumpkin for a
head, this is definitely your movie.

The Skateboard Kid
A boy moves into a new town and
immediately starts being harassed by
a group of local "thrashers." Featuring Dom Deluise as the voice of a
"magical, talking, flying skateboard." Do I really need to say any
more? How far has Dom Deluise
sunk since his glory days as Burt
Reynolds' lackey that he resorts to
doing crap like this?
My Rating: ZERO Stars. This
movie sucks. The effects are just horrible. I mean the kid puts the front of
a model car on his skateboard, and
amazingly, that night the board is
struck by lightning and comes to
life! The model car part now conveniently becomes the board's face.
You haven't seen anything as stupid
as a skateboard that talks, whose eyes
and mouth are the headlights and grill
of a toy car.

My Rating: ZERO stars for the
movie, but for enjoyability, I'd give it
at least a 3, maybe a 4. This movie is
so bad that you can't help but rewind
the tape and rewatch some of the
Gheorghe's Rating:0stars. "The
scenes to see if what you think happened actually did. It's that bad.
Skateboard Kid" left me with the
Gheorghe's Rating: 2 stars. Jack- thought, "Why the hell did I just
0 is one of the funniest movies I've waste an hour when I could've been
ever seen, it's just too bad it wasn't doing more productive things, like
meant to be funny. If you're into reading mass e-mails from Matt
laughing at horror flicks about an 8- Eclair and the bookstore.

Campus Comments
Rose-Hulman has spent millions of dollars in the last few years on construction. It's time to validate
the expense with some glowing praise from the campus population:

"The delicate ambience of the new food service area almost makes me
forget about the stabbing abdominal pains and diarrhea caused by the
fare."
Gilda Horsch, Accounting Major
"I much prefer being excluded from the locker rooms of the new $20
million SRC than the old Shook Fieldhouse."
Edmund "Butch" Carter, Physical Therapy Major

Editorial and Administrative Staff:
Editor-in-Chief John."Wing"Kruk
News Editors Waldo the Sex Runny anti
Kermit the Frog
Features Editor J."MFing" C.
Features Layout Asst. Dat Punkass
Sports Editor Ray Kroc
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Thorn Staff:
News Reporters Harry Tongue, Richie Premix, Harvey
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Sports Reporters Bissel Snitch, Rufus T. Firefly, and Silvus P.
Whoral
Photographers Elvis, Dick Nixon, Andy Warhol, and,of
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Centers Dwayne Schintzius and Gheorghe Muresan
Sages Zefram Bilhet and Milton Hastings
Webmaster Ray "Geek-hoy- Hendershot
The Rose Aron welcomes letters and comments from its readers. We
request that all letters to the editor be less than 300 characters long. The editors
reserve the right to edit letters for grammar, clarity, and for whatever reasons
we feel like. All letters to the editor must contain the writer's signature, class
year, and phone number. All submissions will he omitted before publication.
Letters may be sent by electronic mail to Thron@Tkron.no, but still must
contain the writer's phone number for possible hookin' up. For prompt
publication, letters should be typewritten or printed by computer, and include
your Visa card number. All letters for an issue of the Arun must be received
before noon on the Tuesday prior at the freezing over of hell.
We would like to remind our readers that the views expressed in the Thrust
do not represent the opinions of anyone alive or present at the time of
publication,
Web Page: hitp:11www.1hren.ne1/bokeylpokeylstplinlya.htmi

"I'm glad we could finally put that dirty old roller hockey team in their
place—out on their asses."
Ivana Shagnasty, Human Relations Major

"I love the Olean expansion! Now we have rooms smarter than our
profs."
Austin MacKenzie,Physical Education Major

"I'm so glad that we now have a multitude of small parking lots for
security to patrol so that they never lose their incisive edge on the
criminal underworld of illegal parking."
Elton Berle, Law Enforcement Major

§raprp'5 Z'Oart Vinegar
is the only choice for your salad this Sunday
while watching the Thron/SGA Hummer take on
the Sammy Van
Make it your choice everyday!!!

BUBBA'S OF BUDDHA

Italians
* le Primier d'Avril,1998
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Hate whiskey? Bored with drinking Beer? Play Caps!
Clark
High
Thron
Columnist
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Drinking beer during college is
good. Honestly, what other time
in your life do you have this much
opportunity to acquire the taste
for something that tastes like dog
piss? No one enjoys the taste of
beer the first time ever drinking it,
so you might as well kill all of
your anti-beer taste buds during
your college years so that you can
spend the rest of your life getting
drunk without spending too much
money.
Getting drunk off of hard liquor
may be quicker and taste a little
bit better, but it will cost you a
pretty penny. Unless you are a
female of course, because girls
can get drunk all throughout college without ever having to spend
a dime on alcohol. Except for

those lushes who can't wait to get
their free alcohol at the fraternity
parties.
Is it bad that I'm advocating
underage drinking? Absolutely
NOT! Age is only a technicality
when getting drunk. Anyone old
enough to be in college automatically gains the right to get blitzed.
That 21-year old stipulation just
means you shouldn't go get drunk
in a bar where you might embarrass yourself in front of old people.
It is really better to experiment
with your tolerance level at home
before you turn 21 so that you can
discover how much alcohol your
body can hold. That way you
only make a fool of yourself in
front of all your friends.
The whole age limit on drinking also only applies to all of the
stupid immature people at other
colleges who can't act their age.
Students at Rose are smarter than
average which means that we are
more mature and responsible
while drunk. Plus all of the Rose

students who drink and drive have
gotten quite good at it because
they've been practicing for
years. Most people- don't realize
that it is all of the first-timer nonRose-Hulman students that go out
and give drunk driving
a
bad
name.
Being drunk
is pretty cool,
but the process of getting drunk
can
be
pretty boring. Drinking
games
such as Beer
Pong
and
Quarters have been around for a
while in order to add a competitive edge and some fun to drinking, but it wasn't until last school
year when Caps stormed throughout the Greek system like an epidemic captivating hundreds of
-students.
If you have never heard of

Caps. then you're out of the
loop. I mean, you might as well
consider yourself socially inept
because you obviously don't
drink with cool people. Put down
that Nintendo 64 controller and go
learn how to Play Caps because
you'll get much more prestige
winning a Caps tournament than
you ever will by winning that
Golden Eye tournament.
Sure both Caps and Golden Eye
bring together four people for a
fierce competition requiring a certain skill level, but all of the hot
chicks are playing Caps. Good
luck on trying to get sonic goodlooking girls to come over and
play a few rounds of 007 or Mario
Cart with you.
People opposed to Caps and
other drinking games claim that it
isn't good to dictate how much
alcohol and how fast other people
must drink their beer, but they're
just saying this because they suck
at Caps. But if you're going to be
drinking a lot of beer anyway,
then you might as well add some

competition and fun to the whole
process.
Well it may be a little silly to
never interrupt a Caps game even
if you accidentally swallow a cap
or you really have to pass out,
puke, or take a huge leak, but
these are all parts of the game.
You'll just have to learn to suck it
up and play on, which is a skill
very valuable to life.
Non-Caps players may be
thinking that the whole idea of
tossing a cap into a cup while
intoxicated may sound pretty stupid and trivial, but so does basketball when you say it is just tall
guys putting a ball through a
hoop. If you have actually ever
played either game, then you
know that it can be pretty fun
especially when you get good at
it.
So if you're tired of being
socially inept and want to hang
out with the cool crowd, then
practice up on your Caps game
and go out and impress all of the
ladies.

How duct tape has improved my life, and also made it better
I

Georgio
Caparella
Thron
Italian
Nearly four summers ago, I
found myself wondering what
more there could be in life. I
had it all it seemed: a wonderful job at this place nobody
cared about, no girlfriends to
speak of, and a big ego. Nothing really seemed to be able to
make any sort of improvement
in my life.
Well, that's what I thought
until I bought my first roll of
duct tape.
Personally, I had always
thought duct tape was "duck"

tape. That's the way I had
heard my father call it He was
a hard worker, harder than anybody else's father as far as I
knew, and he used to buy duct
tape by the box. Of course, dad
died when I was 5 years old,
but before that, he was a pyrotechnician.
They say that he used to set
fireworks off at festivals and
stuff like that. Really, that was
his second job. What he did for
a living was all about duct tape.
He used to go around the city,
selling the stuff to whoever
would care enough to buy it.
He'd sell it any way he could,
too. By the roll, by the box,
even by the foot or yard. Eventually, the police found out
what he was doing and put a
stop to it by beating him to

death.
Anyway, four years ago, I
found
myself
wandering
through Rural King in a
drunken stupor, and decided to
buy some duct tape. I bought it
mainly because there was a cop
trailing me through the story,
and I wanted it to seem like I
was actually shopping there
instead of just using their bathroom.
After I got out of jail the following morning, and then out
of court, I found the roll of duct
tape tucked in one of my coat
pockets. Since I didn't have a
ride home, and it was a 6-mile
walk back home, and being 20
degrees outside, I decided to
wrap my hands in the duct tape.
By the time I got home, I was
totally encased in the stuff.

The insulative properties I
found in duct tape • was just the
tip of the iceberg for my discoveries of how good this stuff
is. I eventually found so many
uses for duct tape that my life
was taken over by it. I would
make forks and knives out of it,
which of course didn't work. I
went even as far as to try to
shower with it, which was very
painful.
So, what is it about duct tape
that is so special? Well, I'll tell
you. It's the way that it tears,
with a simple rip that can be
, heard for feet. It's the way it
unrolls-perhaps one of the most
recognizable sounds in the
world. And most of all, how it
is able to fix or attach to anything.
Two years ago, I found

myself sitting at a bus stop with
nothing but a roll of duct tape
and a bus ticket. I was headed
for California, and I got there,
thanks to my duct tape.
would pay for my meals by
mending vinyl scats in old rundown diners, or by crafting the
pieces of duct tape into wind
.chimes.
One year ago, I found myself
wondering what kind of life my
future held if it were without
duct tape. Now I know that
duct tape will always be with
me. It is perhaps the savior of
the modern world. No decent
human being can live comfortably without appreciating this
miracle.
Duct tape will always be a
part of my life. Is it a part of
yours?

Dear Slappy Advice Column Rose-Hulman Greek Life
Every day in calculus class the guy who sits
next to me asks me if I need any help on my
work. I'm struggling in class, but I know that if I
take him up on the offer one thing will lead to
another, and I'll end up jumping his bones I
really need to pass the next test. What should I
do? —Horn E. Wench
Dear Horny,
Schedule a study session for tonight. What
could be more rewarding after an evening of integrating than a night of pure ecstasy?
Every time I walk across campus,I can hear
the squirrels mocking me behind my back. This
has been going on for quite a while, and I'm
about to go on a rampage to kill them all. Is this
normal? —Outcast by Squirrels
Dear Rodent Boy,
Have you ever considered the downward spiral
of drugs and alcohol?
I'm a recovering Magic junkie. I haven't
played in two weeks. Recently, my roommate
has picked up the habit. He insists on doing it

everywhere; on his bed, his desk, the floor, even
MY bed. What should I do to resist the urge to
join him? —Goo-goofor the Gathering
Dear Goo-goo,
Take everything in your room that reminds you
of Magic and burn it. If that means that you have
to singe your roommate,remember, it's your sanity at stake.
I'm having trouble finding a date. I'm pretty
attractive; I have an eight gig hard drive, and my
RAM is so huge that nothing slows me down.
Why can't I seem to find anybody? —Locked up
in the attic
Dear Locked Up,
It sounds to me like you need to get away from
your computer to meet some real people. When
you introduce yourself to girls try showing them
your sensitive side. Most of them want more than
an active matrix. If you don't think you can handle that, you could always try a cyber relationship. You'll never have to talk to the girl in
person, plus bathing is optional.

Fraternity/Sorority News Briefs/Panties
•I1KA was busted by the American Dairy Association after one of their
pledges was hospitalized because of lactose intolerance.
•AE43. receives awards for highest GPA and community involvement; to be
honored at the President's Banquet in April after break.
*MA will be featured on a special episode of MTV's "House of Style with
Cindy Crawford" later this month.
•XS2 will be holding a kegger for GDI's this Saturday at the BSB apartment,
there will be no charge.
*Triangle house is currently in an uproar over a disagreement between two
pledges. This is the first time ever that such a thing has occurred.
•eE. to conduct their annual leadership retreat at their house on 6th Street
next Saturday and Sunday.
•Fiji will be talking with Terre Haute South High School students about
"How to not let your ego get to you" and other related issues.
•EN cleaned up the community last week by offering free laundering services to anyone on campus.
•ATSI is determined to crack down on illegal aliens at Rose-Hulman. It is
believed that approximately 1/16th of a percent of workers at Rose are illegally employed.
•AXA announces plan to turn their house into a giant porch to drink beer on.
Blueprints are being drawn up and will be done by the end of April.
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Shaft in Hell to be filmed in Terre Haute
In a joint news conference, President Hulburp and movie producer Richard Roundtree announced that the new movie. Shaft in
Hell, will be filmed in Terre Haute. When asked about his location
choice, Mr. Roundtree responded,"There is an ambiance in Terre
Haute that Hollywood can't duplicate. The surroundings just yell
to be filmed in this movie. Damn straight."

Terre Haute attempts to reclaim prestigious title
Terre Haute mayor Dim Jinkies and the Terre Haute city council
made a formal request to the United States Congress to reclaim the
title "Armpit of America." Terre Haute, which held the title from
1920 - 1977, believes that they deserve the title more than the current Armpit, Gary, IN. -We've got much more of a funk than
Gary.- said Jenkies. "We worked hard those 57 years to keep, the
title, and we want it back!"

Rose campus will participate in Biodome
The National Science Foundation has announced that Rose-Hulman will be the next location for their prestigious Biadome
Project. A spokesperson for NSF explained,"We chose this site
because, frankly, we believe that the Terre Haute community will
actually prefer it if we were to seal up the campus and its inhabitants. We see this as a win-win situation for all concerned." Pauly
Shore could not be reached for comment.

Billion-dollar Pixie Sth smuggling ring discovered
Six students were arrested last Monday in the crackdown of a
Pixie Stix ring. The ring, which had ties that ranged from Thailand
to Brazil, had smuggled an estimated $1,000,000.0t)0 of the stix,
importing them from overseas and then distributing them throughout the Midwest. Four of those arrested were courierladdicts,
while the other two are thought to be the kingpins of the operation.
Seized with the six was ten pounds of pixie, valued at $100,000.

Takin'a look
under the hood
of the Thron/
SGA Hummer

.440-cubic inch block
'cop tires
.cop suspension
'cop shocks
.it's a model made before catalytic convertors, so it will
run good on regular gas
-needs a cigarette lighter

Polygamy

• None, 1998

Gagging the Absolute Truth:
A Surrealist Discussion
Milton: The tin is not the partic- THINGYSTm9
by Zefram Bilbet
Milton: If the WEASEL were
ular that a goat would seek to
and Milton Hastings
engorge itself on but the paper on the incarnate of that who was HE
Thron Sages
HE should be put in
Introduction: In hopes of con- said cans, though they are unsaid, who was then
the
in
kitchen, and HE
cage
a
gag,
goat
a
would
make
tin
indeed
tinuing interest in the new mindset
taunted by a cat. Indeed,
of surrealist thinking and other- but that is the way of things, what should be
with the cuddly makes
wise miscreant deviant activities we call nature, but a goat may call agreeing
to the weakening of
succumb
one
otherwise.
of the mind, the Thron has brought
ALL OF the solar enigma of concupiscent
Zefram: LIES!!!
together the two foremost minds in
errors of ways.
the business, Mr. Bilbet and Mr. IT!!! The Lady Discord speaks to
Zefram: Verily, the Cat is, ah,
Hastings. We thank them for their them, you know, Ens loves the
far superior than the Others. HE is
cooperation and Terre Haute goats, if you know what I mean,
Espe- their Leader, their Guru. Cat had
Home for the Mentally Deranged AND I THINK YOU DO.
NOT the answer: Vladimir, you must go
but
Cleo,
named
goats
cially
for allowing this discourse to be
goats name Will. Just So You in search of the obstetrician.
recorded for posterity.
Milton: In that search HE will
Warning: this discussion may Know(R).(Sorry Will.)
that HE is not in the required
find
the
of
teaching
The
Milton:
cause confusion, nausea, and disby the mindset of need for such of that.
tress if read too intently. The Rose thought are often mislead
LIAR! HE will bellow, if bellow
Thron relinquishes liability to you, leaders. YOU KNOW THAT!
indolent he could, for it might very well be
so
be
you
must
Why
the reader.
are the the last day of the "Two for one"
Zefram: The topic for today's when the lies themselves
no sale.
that
truth
the
of
natures
very
reflex
discussion is: the gagging
The "Sale"!
Zefram: Yes!
one speaks of FOR THE GOOD
and You.
DECENTLY. "Bob" is the GREATEST SALESTHE
Milton: Wonderful a trivial envi- OF
MAN. "Bob" is no such thing as a
ronmental concern which concerns DEPARTED FOOL!
pledge of my primitive ancestry,
but
are
Lies
Nay!
Zefram:
me and that upon which I wish to
untruth! Well...all false things are which stood on rocky places
reflect.
and West (because carpet hadn't been
Zefram: I think that gagging is untrue. And East is East
invented yet), where it is mostly
an important part of life, especially is West and if you take cranberries
and stew them like applesauce space because your hearts be troulife at Rose.
like prunes bled and do nasty things to eat.
Milton: Indeed, as we find, gag- they taste much more
Milton: Where I in disarray I
NOW TELL
ging will personify that which we than rhubarb does.
WANT TO would find the carpeting of the
can not express in the expression ME WHAT YOU
invention of the repetition of the
of that which we should not.
ideology presented in nature, for
Zefram: For does not gagging
nasty things to eat are only
of
functions
perform
usefully
those things that one is not
use for our well being?
accustomed too. Similar
Milton: Of course, but
to the Principle of
conthat is of little matter
who
Archimedes
cerning the ramifications
boasts knowledge of the
of the event for which one
particular item not too
may call upon such
far fetched from that
reflex or reaction.
which could cause gagZefram: I say you must
ging.
GAG from the BELLY of the
Zefram: Yes! And gagging
LAMB.
is good, because they both start
Milton: Which reminds me KNOW!
with the same sound, "guh", and
about my Aunt Ida's -cow, which
Milton: I think more of the case Socrates cesium is chock full of
had a goiter. It was quite large.
of butter than berries for butter is natural electropositive happiness,
Zefram: For does not the Non- that which one may adorn almost
and cesium is much cooler than
Profit say, "Blessed is he who anything. The truth of butter is that
plutonium (not to mention natugags, for he will not choke and die there is no truth of fatty byprodrally occurring), besides, so can I
on the squirrel he is eating"?
ucts of the unwasted waste of left- sit at the cool table now?
Milton: That is how I have been over potato skins, simmering in a
Please???
persecuted by those of the under- cheese bath with Chives and some
Milton: Only when the chores
standing I- don't understand. Do
bacon bits. That, indeed, makes are done and the cattle are mended
follow, or is that you behind the my mind turn to my stomach and
in their ways. We must all sit at
path of the gagging ones?
question that which its is directed
"cool" table which may conone
Zefram: Do not travel down the towards. Can it question these
Dark Path, for there lies ruin, and things it does, or is it propositioned sist whole hardly on the cesiumatic
much choking and possibly even by the savage wasteland of desire? agreement of parts of parts. Do we
death which would be sorrowful Are the propositions superior to agree?
Zefram: No! What is this ersatz
and probably RILLY BAD.
the funny prepositions the mind
reality we call life? Why must we
Milton: For the Light Path is that can aspire to contrive?
GODZ?
for which one would need to sift
Zefram: Sorry, there are no live as sheep instead of
the light as if the gagging is caus- funny prepositions. Except the Do we not have Functioning Cereing one to exfoliate his/her jam- giant Preposition H. I'M SORRY brums(tm)? Certainly the HIVEming particular.
MONKEYBOY, I'M AFRAID MIND is active, but what about
Zefram: Light reminds me of YOU CAN'T TOUCH THAT the part of your brane that isn't
beautiful luvable squishable edible MONOLITH.
affected by your allergies? WHAT
swine-flesh byproduct that you
Milton: It was indeed the mono- OF THAT?
CAN'T GAG ON because the Sci- lith that the Monkeyboy WILL
Milton: What of it? I find Pepentists' MADE IT THAT WAY.
TOUCH, and what does WILL
to be refreshing and
Milton: Indeed, as science does, have to do with this anyway. I
COKE to be a highly addictive
so must the mountain goats follow mean the relevance of irrelevant
substance not for use with some
in the way of the flesh is the proof thinking is so engrained in our culchildren. Please bare this in mind
of the pudding(so my dentist says). ture that the postmodern-modernin public gatherings.
wholeheartedly and not
would
Zefram: My dentist, one Ben- ists
Zefram: Sweet and blissful, for
concur
would
themselves.
DDS,
Dye,
with
jamin
disagree
public gathers no moss
except with that last part about the
Zefram: They'd better agree the rolling
of dissengoats. He thinks goats are OK,but with the weasels then, because unturned, and the seeds
. . with
top.
on
crushed
are
tion
his
STUPID
eat
be
to
trying
aren't
would
only if they
WHO ELSE
Ford Model T, which, incidentally, enough to be SANE than CUD- sprinkles.., which, strangely, make
FURRY me gag... a lot.
is made entirely out of Tin.
LITTLE
DLY
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ThronISGA Hummer to compete Ferraro and Eclair battle in
cage match for SRC
against Sammy Van this Sunday
by Bissil Snitch
Thron Sports Reporter
Friday, Friday, Friday! Mikey
Dean Ferraro will challenge the
reigning king of pain, Matty Dean
Eclair, for the hours of SRC. The
ultimate battle will rock the SRC
in a total annihilation cage-match
.
tournament.
Two men will enter; one will
leave. They will grapple, they will
hit, they will cry like little pansies. You will taste their sweat.
you will hear their cries. You will
see the carnage. You won't be
able to use the locker rooms or
pool on Friday, due to the cagematch.
Matty, SRC demi-god, scoffs,
"this is Mikey's end. He better take
The Thron/SGA Hummer takes it to the mud in preparation for
a long hard breath and savor it
Photo by El,is
Sunday's grudge match against the Sammy Van
before he enters the cage; it will be
ESPN will be on-site giving
Tickets to the event can be pur- his last!"
up-to-the-minute reports for cable chases at either the SGA or the
viewers. Also, it is expected that Thron offices, as well as the Presa bidding war will break out on ident's office in. Hadher Hall.
Saturday over the television cov- Also, a fund raising and goingerage rights. Rose-Hulman pub- away party will be held by the
lic relations czar, Jebediah the Sammy Van for Life Club someAll-Mighty, decided to have the time Saturday afternoon. Details
by Silvus P. Whoral
bidding war then because "we'll of location and time were not
Thron Sports Reporter
get a schload of cash from a deal available at time of publication.
This interview was conducted ten
like this."
days after Mikey Dean Ferraro, JDF,
sent forth the challenge to Many D.
Eclair to the no-holds-barred cage
match over the hours of the SRC.
Thron: So Mikey, why this and
Maria and developed a new Safety tops may be used in a variety of
by Mr. Bubble
why now? I mean,come on.
Action
Plan
(SAP).
critical situations. Maria added,
Thron safety reporter
MDF: Well, Silvus, as former
The SAP has been carefully con- "Although your laptop may not
president of the SGA, I tried very
Recently, there have been ques- structed to provide helpful infor- always be of use, it is a good idea
hard to alter the insane scheduling of
tons posed as what to do in case of mation in the event of an
to have it with you at all times. Be the SRC, which Mr. Eclair formerly
disaster or other catastrophic emergency. "Students were conmanages through petitioning and litivent. As a result, Rose-Hulman cerned about getting full value for creative." As a public service, here
gation. I tried for an endless amount
;ecurity and Safety has teamed up the money for their laptops," stated is a summary of what to do in case
of time to influence the Senate to
vith laptop coordinator Santa Maria. Surprisingly, students' lap- of certain emergencies:
become active on this issue, but
many of them were lulled into the
1 serenity of Mr. Eclair's words.
Please clip this article and attach it to your laptop for future reference.
There seemed to be no other option
but to put aside conventional methods of debate for the sake of the stuDo not panic! Never look directly at the cloud or you may go blind by the initial onset. Tornadoes
dent body.
may come from a variety of directions without any warning. Luckily, your laptops, when activated,'
T: Do you really think that you
emit a very high radiation field that will cause tornadoes to bounce from the southwest to the northcan take Mr. Eclair?
west.
M: I feel that my classical training
in boxing and my endless hours of
This weekend, one of the most
inticipated events in all of Vigo
:ounty will finally happen. The
;ammy Van will be defending its
iational demolition derby title
igainst the brand new Thron/
f,GA Hummer this Sunday.
The Sammy Van has held its
lational title for the Midwestern
2onference of Automated Carrushers for the past eleven
ears. The last time it saw any
cal competition- was in 1989,
igainst the Learning Center's
Unfortu•Bash'em Mobile."
lately for the Bash'em Mobile,
he Sammy Van ran over the top
4* it, crushing three staff memers inside.
The Thron/SGA Hummer is
xpected to be much more cometitive. It has been outfitted
vith a special high-strength steel
oil cage, along with .50-caliber
rmor piercing cannons. It is
xpected that this combination,
long with the student-body repesentation, will be responsible
or perhaps one of the greatest
noments in Rose-Hulman sports
iistory.

New Safety Action Plan Announced

Tornado:

Tsunami:

Do not panic! The new SRC offers plenty of safety from a gigantic tidal wave that may hit our
campus. The concrete support structure with space-grade titanium alloy reinforcements will withstand strong forces. Although the SRC is water-sealed with 1.5 million yards of duct-tape, water
may still enter the building. In that event, your laptop may be used as a floatation device.

"He's a go-getter!" growled
Mikey's mom.
Mikey Dean Ferraro, the former
president of SGA (now a nobody),
grunted, "I shall destroy you,
Eclair! These are your final days as
a tyrannical, megalomaniacal
micromanager!"
"If I lose in the ring, the student
body will take it to the streets!"
sidenoted Mikey as he watch the
U.F.C. 20.
"Security's got my back."
retorted Matty once he heard what
Mikcy said.
"Nuh-uh!" stated Mikey in
response to what Matty said in
response to what Mikey said earlier.
See' the carnage, smell the fear,
long for the whimpering weakling
to crawl his butt off the canvas.

Thron Exclusive

Interview with Ferraro
watching Ultimate Fighting Championships has adequately prepared
me for any methods which Mr.
Eclair might utilize in the cage
match tournament. In level of skill, I
believe I will match him; in strength,
it is uncertain.
T: Let's be realistic, Mikey.
You're an average Rose student. Mr.
Eclair is the manager of the SRC.
Don't you think he may have the
upper hand?
M: Silvus, I believe in the grand
scheme of things I will win.
believe my fellow student body
members will see my struggle, and,
whether I win or lose, they will join
the struggle for the hours of the
SRC.
T: But you're going to get massaHe will
cred, annihilated.
DESTROY you! Don't you realize
that?
M: Anything for the student
body!
T: You're not the president of the
SGA any more!
M: SCREW YOU!

Jim's Backhoes

Volcanic Eruption:
If you were wondering-where the "smell of Terre Haute" came from, you need not wonder anymore. A large volcano is currently being capped off by the courthouse building. Do not panic! In
the unlikely event of an eruption, simply "duck and cover." Use your laptop as an aid in protection
from the inferno that will soon engulf the campus. Simply place your open laptop over your head.
However, do not turn the unit on. The heat generated by your laptop may cause severe burns to
your head.

Nuclear Attack:
Do not panic! The newly remodeled ARATed has long-life food storage caverns which will serve
as bunkers in case of enemy attack. The food supply within should supply enough food for the
entire campus community for an entire decade.

Power Outages:
Do not panic! Your laptop screen can guide your way,to safety, especially in Crapo hall. It is suggested that you carry an additional battery with you. These can be now purchased in the bookstore
for the 13rgain price of $875.
The bell tower will also serve as an alert signal. The array of tones that will be associated with the
above emergencies will be sent via Morse code. The signals will be tested daily as needed starting at
6:00 a.m. In an effort to educate the Rose-Hulman community, all students will be required to take a
I credit hour course of Morse code (MS911) which will be-offered by the military science department beginning this fall. The curriculum committee has met, voted, and approved this requirement
for all majors.
Unfortunately, laptop warranties do not cover all of the above scenarios. Updates to the SAP will
be sent daily via e-mail.

Diggin' pools for the community for 72
years, going on 73.

"If there's a pool, or just a hole,to
dig,I'm on top of it!!" -Jim
At the corner of 3rd St.(1 Fruitridge,
next to Carlos's Fried Cabbage Stand
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Ralph Edwards
Chem E '99

w

Fake PlasticI-Junior
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"I'm smiling
because
according to
the Weather
Channel, hell
hits frozen
. over, which
means I
should start
getting some
dates."

Betty Webelow
EE '00

"I'm smiling
because I'm a
vapid, thoughtless tramp
who couldn't
care less what
ycu think
about me
because I'll
still be treated
like a
goddess."

"I'm smiling
because I got
really plastered
at the Netscape
5.0 release
party last
night and I
don't even
have a trace of
a hangover."

Linus Ripley
CS '98

Jeb Wilberforce
Civil '01

"I'm smiling
because I just
shaved my
beard after
growing it to
mourn the loss
of Seinfeld
from NBC's
Thursday
night line-up.-
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/ EVERYONE ELSE IS
ALRE ADY ASLEEP.

(.)

MSAAOL.COM

Føup.Jtt:>

. . NOW LET'S LOOK
AT OUR YEAR-TO-DATE
‘i VARIANCE IN
I DE P REC.'ATIO N
--N-

ONL\e FIVE MINUTES
LEFT OF OUR FOUR
HOUR MEETING.

MY ONLY HOPE 15 TO
STUN THE PRESENTER
WITH A. STALE DONUT.

F

SekUtkeetuE

Ito

(IF HE KEEPS DRONING,
THERE WON'T l3E ANY
TIME FOR
(P RESE NTAT10N

(-AS YOU CAN SEE,
THERE 5 NOTHINGj
TO REPORT.
j

I SPENT A WHOLE_
WEEK PREPARING
NV' PRESENTATION

I WASTED
A DONUT.

